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TriStar Productions is resurrected 

  Two major US ventures have been launched to whet investors’ appetite for movie productions. 
TriStar Productions, named after the previously defunct Hollywood studio that made global box-office 
hits Total Recall, Basic Instinct and The Natural, is being revived under the leadership of Hollywood 
executive Tom Rothman. The new TriStar, a joint venture between Rothman and Sony Pictures  
Entertainment, officially opens for business from September. It pledges to develop, finance and  
produce up to four films a year. Additionally, it will create TV programmes for Sony Pictures  
Television. Rothman, who will work with Sony Entertainment CEO Michael Lynton and co-chairman 
Amy Pascal, comes with enviable qualifications. During his 18 years as CEO/chairman of Fox Filmed 
Entertainment, the company released James Cameron’s record-breaking Titanic and Avatar, as well 
as Oscar winners such as Slumdog Millionaire. *Also in Hollywood, veteran executives Harry Sloan 
and Jeff Sagansky have raised US$325m for “special purpose” acquisitions. The cash came from the 
stock-market listing of Silver Eagle Acquisition Corp on the NASDAQ Capital Market on 30 July. It will 
be used to purchase movies, TV and other media businesses and intellectual properties. Sloan is the 
former CEO of movie studio MGM, while Sagansky is ex-president of CBS Entertainment and current 
chairman of movies-investment firm Hemisphere Film Capital.  

Content Media Corp happy 
with $40m loan extension 

  Filmmaking group Content Media Corpora-
tion has clinched a renewal and an extension 
to its US$40m loan led by JP Morgan’s  
Entertainment Industries Group, and support-
ed by SunTrust Banks and Manufacturers 
Bank. It means the revolving credit loan,  
originally signed in 2004, will be extended to 
2016. The banks’ move to renew the loan was 
bolstered by Content Media’s growing reve-
nues, which have shot up to US$70m from 
US$30m over the last couple of years. 

VFX giant Digital Domain falls 
into the arms of new owner 

  The complicated fortunes of US-based  
visual-effects (VFX) giant Digital Domain con-
tinues with its recent acquisition by Hong Kong
-listed property-investment group Sun Innova-
tion. Sun Innovation paid US$50.5m for the 
US arm of China’s Beijing Galloping Horse 
Film Co, which owned 70% of Digital Domain. 
Galloping Horse America and India’s Reliance 
MediaWorks jointly bought Digital Domain for 
US$30m last September when it was under 
bankruptcy protection. Reliance keeps its 30% 
share. But Sun Innovation’s plans for the VFX 
house remains unclear.  

  @radical.media, the US-based international 
transmedia production company, is producing 
a documentary on the life of legendary soul-
jazz singer, classical pianist and civil-rights 
activist Nina Simone. Collaborating with the 
late singer’s estate and daughter, the film will 
document her life in the US’ Deep South, her 
international career and her death in France in 
2003. It will feature never-seen-before archival 
footage and contributions from family and 
friends. @radical.media produced the award-
winning music documentaries Under African 
Skies and Concert for George.  

  Harvey Weinstein is producing a live-action 
Walt Disney Company movie based on the 
bestselling Artemis Fowl kids’ books about a 
young millionaire criminal genius. Weinstein 
and Disney, which bought his Miramax  
company in 1993, parted ways in 2005 after a 
bitter dispute.* In his first collaboration with a 
Chinese production group, Rain Man and 
Good Morning, Vietnam director Barry  
Levinson is to helm a US$45m love story set 
in Shanghai and Leningrad. The movie is  
being financed by Shanghai Film Group.  

@radical.media is feeling good 
making Nina Simone film 

Harvey Weinstein commits 
criminal genius to big screen 
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Discovery exploits growth in valuation 
  Discovery Communications, the global factual TV-programme and content producer/distributor, is 
exploiting its growing value to restructure its finance and production strategies. The appreciation of 
the US-based corporation’s value was confirmed in July. It emerged that founder/chairman John 
Hendricks had cashed in more than 750,000 stock options and collected US$51m after Discovery’s 
shares on NASDAQ soared more than 30% this year. With more than 1.5 billion subscribers to its 
100-plus cable and satellite-distributed TV channels in 39 languages in 180 countries, Discovery is 
reorganising its tax and treasury requirements in the different regions so that they become aligned. 
As the group increasingly relies on its international revenues as much as it does its original US  
business, Discovery wants its overseas operations to gain the same fiscal and tax benefits through-
out. This comes shortly after Discovery set up a new division called Original Content Group. The new 
division enables Discovery, which has focused on documentaries to date, to invest in both non-
scripted content and scripted fiction for its US and international channels (including Discovery Chan-
nel, Animal Planet and TLC). *Meanwhile, streaming-TV platform Netflix is boosting its investments 
in original content with an exclusive deal with Hollywood studio DreamWorks Animation. The creator 
of hit animation-movie franchises such as Madagascar and Shrek will produce 300 hours of original 
shows that will premiere on Netflix’ subscription-funded Internet-delivered TV platform or website. 

Spain’s Prisa needs buyer for 
pay-TV business to restructure 

  Spanish media group Prisa is still seeking a 
buyer for its Digital+ pay-TV operation as part 
of its plans to restructure its debts of 
US$3.9bn. Rupert Murdoch’s News  
Corporation and Spanish telecoms group  
Telefonica have reportedly shown interest, but 
have made no definite offers. In addition to 
selling Digital+, Prisa hopes to get at least 
75% of its creditors to agree to its restructuring 
strategy. This includes a new US$104m loan. 
Prisa is listed on the New York and Madrid 
stock Exchanges.  

Justin Bieber’s manager makes 
first major foray into TV  

  Scooter Braun Projects, which owns the 
artist-management firm handling US teenage 
music sensation Justin Bieber, and South  
Korean ‘Gangnam Style’ king Psy, has made 
its first major move into the TV market. It has 
joined forces with Canadian production firm 
Marble Media to acquire the North  
American rights to Mom Made Me A Star, a 
reality music-talent show created by Roma-
nia’s Media Factory. US-based Small World 
IFT is selling the international rights to the  
series, which aired on Romanian network  
Prima TV in 2012.  

  The value of the UK independent TV produc-
tion sector soared 14% to £2.8bn last year 
boosted by more new commissions by UK 
broadcasters and pay-TV networks, global 
sales and the new streaming platforms, says 
trade organisation PACT; *A+E Networks has 
become the 100% owner of Singapore-based 
AETN All Asia Networks after buying out web 
portal AOL, its joint-venture partner, for an 
undisclosed sum; *Hollywood talent agency 
CAA is a strategic investor in European 
YouTube network Base79 via its affiliate bank 
Evolution Media Capital.  

  ITV, the UK’s largest commercial TV net-
work, has agreed to buy Big Talk Productions 
in July for £12.5m, plus extra cash considera-
tions based on future profits in the next five 
years. It has also since emerged that Bedder 
6, the company that licenses the brand of  
popular auto TV show Top Gear, netted  
almost £14m for its co-founder and Top Gear 
presenter Jeremy Clarkson when it was  
acquired by public broadcaster BBC’s  
commercial arm in 2012.  

Shorts: UK independents; A+E 
Networks; CAA and Base79 

UK networks gaining value 
from independent producers 
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Timbaland cries Olé in new set of deals 
  US producer supremo Timbaland has formed a joint venture with Ole Publishing, the music-
publishing and rights-management group with the works of music superstars like Rihanna, Beyoncé, 
Justin Timberlake Taylor Swift, and Michael Jackson in its catalogue. The joint venture, which is  
actually between Ole and Timbaland’s publishing firm Blue Stone Music Publishing, will see Timba-
land source third-party talent and songs. The music-publishing partnership comes almost a year after 
Timbaland signed a separate multi-year global publishing deal with Ole on the future songs that he 
composes himself. Timbaland’s catalogue of copyrighted songs include hit singles from mega-selling 
acts like 50 Cent, Rihanna, Flo Rida, Pussy Cat Dolls, Pink, Britney Spears, Jay-Z, The Black Eyed 
Peas, Ludacris, Drake, and Chris Cornell, according to Billboard magazine. The producer owns his 
own record label Mosley Music Group, which is distributed by Universal Music Group. Ole’s star is 
also rising, having recently acquired the music catalogue for the movies and TV shows released by 
Sony Pictures Entertainment between 1993 and 2012. Media reports estimate the catalogue was 
sold for US$125m-US$150m. In the catalogue are compositions for the soundtracks in such movies 
as The Da Vinci Code, Groundhog Day, Legends of the Fall, and Stuart Little, plus TV shows  
including Breaking Bad, Dawson’s Creek and Wheel of Fortune.  

Google searches and finds 
$50m to invest in Vevo website 

  Search-engine group Google and its video-
sharing website YouTube have invested a  
reported US$50m into Vevo, the global music-
video service co-owned by Universal Music 
Group and Sony Music Entertainment. The 
deal gives Google a 10% stake in Vevo, which 
is on a dedicated website, YouTube, and its 
own online-TV service. Vevo has 3 million-plus 
subscribers and over 69 million views on 
YouTube. Additionally, Vevo has a network of 
nearly 24,000 Vevo channels dedicated to 
individual artists and music genres with 130 
billion views combined.  

Kohlberg & Co buys Steinway 
pianos to the tune of $438m 

  New York-based private-equity group Kohl-
berg & Co has agreed to buy legendary piano 
manufacturer/distributor/record label Steinway 
Musical Instruments for US$438m. Steinway, 
which is quoted on the New York Stock  
Exchange and on Euronext in Europe, will  
become a privately owned venture when the 
sale is completed this autumn. Steinway was 
put up for sale in 2011. Kohlberg’s resources 
will help the group with its ambitions to grow 
globally. Steinway says 90%-plus of concert 
pianists use its instruments.  

  Grammy-award winning US producer/artist 
Jermaine Dupri and his So So Def Productions 
company are accusing SunTrust Banks of 
fraud and breach of contract. He is demanding 
US$216,000 in damages and lawyers’ fees, 
the Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports. Dupri 
claims the bank made repayments untenable. 
The suit, filed at Georgia’s Fulton County  
Superior Court, comes after SunTrust sued 
Dupri for US$1.9m for defaulting on a 2009 
US$4.9m loan. Security for the loan included 
Dupri’s royalties from EMI Music Publishing, 
and recording studios.  

  Banking conglomerate Citigroup has sold 
EMI’s £1.5bn (US$2.3bn) pension fund, which 
covers 20,000 past and present employees, to 
the UK’s Pension Insurance Corporation. The 
sale comes after Citigroup sold EMI Music’s 
recorded and publishing businesses for 
US$4bn combined to Universal Music Group 
and a consortium led Sony/ATV Music  
Publishing respectively last year. Private-
equity firm Terra Firma Partners (TFP), which 
bought EMI for US$6.1bn in 2007 before sell-
ing to Citigroup, has won a retrial to sue 
Citigroup for allegedly misleading TFP.  

US producer Jermaine Dupri 
countersues SunTrust Banks 

EMI Music’s pension unit gets 
new lease of life at specialist 
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Lawsuit could slay Activision buyback  

  Shortly after giant video-games publisher Activision Blizzard announced plans to buy back most of 
the stocks owned by French media conglomerate Vivendi, its majority shareholder, individual share-
holder Todd Miller is suing to stop the transaction. The derivative lawsuit, filed at the Los  
Angeles Superior Court, alleges that the US$8.17bn stock buyback arranged between Vivendi,  
Activision Blizzard’s 11-person board of directors and a private investment firm ASAC II LP was a 
“breach of fiduciary duties, waste of corporate assets and unjust enrichment”. Basically, Miller claims 
the parties concerned have been greedy at the expense of the company’s wellbeing. He attributes 
his allegations to Vivendi’s desperate need for US$5.83bn in cash to slash debts of US$17bn.  
Another US$2.34bn worth of stocks is being sold at a discount in a private sale to ASAC II LP, which 
is an investment vehicle led by Activision Blizzard’s CEO Robert Kotick and co-chairman Brian Kelly. 
Miller insists the discount will benefit ASAC II LP’s owners, not Activision Blizzard’s shareholders, by 
a staggering US$660m-plus. The lawsuit appears to be the only obstacle that could prevent the stock 
buyback from going ahead in September. (Also, see Activision Blizzard Corporate Profile on 
page 34). 

Kabam valued at $700m after 
$38.5m secondary stocks sale 

  Kabam, the San Francisco-based multiplay-
er social-games developer, is reportedly seek-
ing to list on the stock exchange. The rumours 
intensified when the company recently raised 
US$38.5m in a private secondary-market  
offering. The proceeds will go to employees  
selling some of their shares to new investors. 
The secondary offering gave Kabam a 
US$700m valuation. Kabam, whose games 
are distributed on social networks like  
Facebook, has raised US$125m-plus since its 
2006 launch. Warner Bros Home Entertain-
ment became a strategic investor last year.  

Japan’s Nexon nabs stake in 
new US venture NewSecretCo  

  Nexon, the Tokyo-based free-to-play down-
loadable games pioneer, has acquired a  
minority stake in US-based NewSecretCo, a 
start-up launched by former Zynga executive 
Brian Reynolds, for an undisclosed sum. It has 
also acquired the global publishing rights to 
NewSecretCo’s first title, a “mobile strategic 
social-network game” scheduled for a 2014 
release. The investment gives Nexon its first 
credible access to the Western market. Ven-
tureBeat.com estimates Nexon owns more 
than 60 online games, but they have been 
targeted mostly at Asia.  

  A court ruling against US entertainment 
Viacom giant means it has to pay US$300m-
plus to former shareholders of Harmonix,  
developer of the Guitar Hero music-video 
game. Viacom bought Harmonix in 2005 for 
US$175m and reportedly sold it for a tax-
friendly US$50 to investment firm Columbus 
Nova in 2010. Based on Viacom’s contractual 
obligations, Harmonix’ original shareholders 
demanded US$700m. Viacom disagreed. A 
Delaware Supreme Court has confirmed an 
earlier ruling that Viacom did owe hundreds of 
millions of dollars to Harmonix’ former owners.  

  Don Mattrick, who replaced Mark Pincus as 
CEO of the financially troubled social-games 
pioneer Zynga, is reportedly abandoning the 
company’s ambitions to set up a real-cash US 
online-gambling business. Zynga has applied 
for a Nevada Gaming Control Board permit to 
allow real-money gambling on its website as 
revenues from its social games have started to 
dwindle (MTF Issue No12). But it is thought 
Mattrick feels seeking the gambling permit is a 
distraction and wants Zynga to focus its origi-
nal strengths.  

Court tells Viacom to pay up 
for Harmonix legal discord  

New Zynga CEO might ditch 
gamble on real-money games 
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Disneyland Paris and the rat that cooks 
  EuroDisney is investing in a new themed attraction based on Ratatouille, the movie made by  
Disney subsidiary Pixar Animation Studios, at Disneyland Paris. Disneyland Paris comprises two 
theme parks: Disneyland Park, and Walt Disney Studios Park. The new US$150m attraction, called 
Ratatouille Kitchen Calamity, will be located in Walt Disney Studios Park. It is a motion-based dark 
ride that simulates the chaotic and calamitous adventures of the Oscar-winning movie’s protagonist, 
Remy the rat who dreams of being a chef. The Ratatouille ride is the latest device being used to 
boost the number of annual visitors to the parks and encouraging them to spend more by staying for 
multiple days. In 2012, Disneyland Paris recorded 16 million visitors. The pressure to remain the  
Europe’s biggest tourist destination is intense. Although revenues for the nine months ended 30 June 
2013 rose 1% to €919.8m (compared to the same period the previous fiscal year), unpredictable 
weather could hurt the number of visitors for the rest of the year. In the three months to 30 June,  
revenues fell 1.7% compared to the same three months in 2012. EuroDisney’s debts come to €1.7bn. 
The debts were refinanced late last year with €1.3bn from shareholders, the maturity of the debts 
was extended to 2030, and interest payments were reduced by €45m over the next five years. The 
Walt Disney Company is EuroDisney’s majority shareholder with a 39.78% share.  

AEG Live questions $1bn price 
tag for Michael Jackson tour 

  AEG Live, the world’s second biggest  
concert promoter, is vigorously denying that 
Michael Jackson would have earned US$1bn-
plus had he lived long enough to go on a 
worldwide tour. The quoted value came from 
an expert witness called Arthur Erk, who testi-
fied during the legal dispute between AEG 
Live and the artist’s mother Katherine Jack-
son.  The promoter had organised 50 London 
gigs for Jackson, who died in June 2009. But 
documents later showed AEG Live had plans 
for a global tour.  

Australia offers A$500K to set 
up new live-music office 

  The Australian government has donated 
A$500,000 towards the new National Live  
Music Office (NLMO) for the next three years, 
Billboard reports. The NLMO will be part of the 
copyright organisation Australasian Perform-
ing Right Association. It aims to improve the 
current strict licensing regulations. An Ernst & 
Young report for Live Performance Australia 
states live-entertainment ticket sales fell 8% to 
A$1.21bn in 2012. *Meanwhile, British  
industry organisation UK Music is preparing a 
study on music tourism, which generated 
£1.4bn in 2011.  

  Merlin Entertainments, the UK theme park 
and attractions giant, is launching a new  
Legoland Discovery Centre at US-based  
Assembly Row to target families and young 
kids in the Greater Boston area and New  
England region. The 44,000 sq ft indoor inter-
active-and-education attraction will open late 
spring in 2014. It will be the first Merlin brand 
in the Massachusetts state. Merlin has also 
agreed to sell its Earth Explorer science centre 
in Ostend, Belgium, to German science-centre 
operator Blueprint Entertainment.  

  Dubailand, the world’s largest collection of 
theme parks, seems to be overcoming its  
financial woes with the go-head to launch IMG 
Worlds of Adventure later this year. The indoor 
theme park being built by the Ilyas & Mustafa 
Galadari (IMG) Group is the latest addition to 
Dubailand, which is costing US$55bn for the 
first phase alone. The 1.2 million sq ft Worlds 
of Adventure includes entertainment areas 
jointly created with the Walt Disney Compa-
ny’s Marvel Entertainment and Time Warner’s 
Cartoon Network.  

Massachusetts to get its first 
Legoland Discovery attraction 

New theme-park at Dubailand 
confirms financial revival 
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BT hits Sky for UK TV-sports customers 
  BT Sport could become the first serious challenger to BSkyB, the UK’s biggest sports-TV operator, 
after launching on 1 August. BT Sport is operated by BT Vision, the TV subsidiary of the country’s 
leading telecoms company BT Group. It paid more than £1bn (US$1.5bn) for the rights to top events. 
They include 38 exclusive games from the English Premier League (EPL), the world’s most financial-
ly successful soccer league, for three seasons starting from 2013-14 to 2015-16. BT Vision and 
BSkyB paid a combined £3bn-plus for the three seasons. Until BT Sport launched, the Rupert Mur-
doch-controlled BSkyB had been the main British sports-TV broadcaster since the EPL started in 
1992. BT Group’s motivation is to use sports to grow its 5 million-plus broadband customers. Moreo-
ver, it hopes to win back some of the 2.5 million subscribers that defected to BSkyB’s own broadband 
service. BT’s strategy includes offering the expensive sports programming free to only its broadband 
customers. “We shall offer them everything, (telephony), broadband Internet, TV, not just sports,” 
said Marc Watson, BT Vision’s CEO, during an invitation-only lunch for the British Broadcasting 
Press Guild. “We want BT Sport to help us grow our consumer business, possibly the most important 
part of the BT Group, in the UK. This is part of a long-term strategy.” By being the only service to also 
air live EPL matches on Saturday afternoons, BT Sport hopes to win a significant number of  the 
UK’s more than 70,000 drinking pubs, which like to show live sports on TV. Success in that field 
would erode the £300m that Sky Sports is estimated to earn annually from pubs. 

Egyptian mogul Al Fayed sells  
London soccer club for £150m+ 

  Mohamed Al Fayed, the Egyptian billionaire 
and former owner of England’s Harrods luxury 
department store, has sold London soccer 
team Fulham Football Club to US billionaire 
Shahid Khan for a reported £150m-£200m. Al 
Fayed paid an estimated £30m for the club in 
1997 via his Bermuda-based company Mafco 
Holdings. It helped Fulham rise from the third 
division to the English Premier League, where 
it is now entering its 13th season. Khan also 
owns the NFL American football team  
Jacksonville Jaguars.  

Al Jazeera beats rivals for 
MENA rights to top UK soccer 

  Al Jazeera Media Network, the pay-TV  
operator owned by the Qatari government 
(MTF Issue No14), has won the exclusive 
rights to transmit the English Premier 
League’s 380 soccer games in the MENA 
(Middle East, North Africa) region. It acquired 
the rights for the 2013-14 to 2015-16 seasons 
from media-sports agency MP & Silva. The 
competitors were the state-owned Abu Dhabi 
Media Company, which previously had the 
MENA rights, and Arabic-speaking pay-TV 
operator OSN, which belongs to Kuwait’s  
KIPCO and Saudi conglomerate Mawarid.  

  The new Formula E (MTF Issue No.12)  
electric-car racing championship that launches 
next year will know in September whether it 
has the World Motor Sport Council’s approval. 
The event recently added Berlin as the 10th 
city on its calendar, which will run from  
September 2014 to June 2015. *The 
Ekstraklasa league’s Lech Poznan will be the 
first Polish soccer team to get its own TV 
channel, which launches later this year. On 
digital cable channel, it is sponsored by  
telecoms group Inea.  

  Finance magazine Forbes has declared 
Real Madrid, Spain’s La Liga soccer club, as 
the most valuable sports team during the 2011
-2012 season with a valuation of 
US$3.3bn.This compares to US$1.8bn in the 
previous season. Forbes attributes the value’s 
boost to the US$650m generated in revenues 
that season, the US$134m pre-tax profits, the 
lucrative sponsorship deals with Adidas 
(US$42m a year) and airline Emirates 
(US$39m a year), plus plans to redevelop its 
85,454-capacity Santiago Bernabeu stadium 
in the near future.  

Formula E close to revving up 
new global motor-racing event 

Spain’s Real Madrid hailed 
most valuable sports team 
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Publicis, Omnicom unite for global lead 
  The planned merger of Publicis Groupe, the French advertising-services conglomerate, and its US 
rival Omnicom Group is a big deal indeed. It is considered the first major step in a series of consoli-
dations to come in the global ad sector. With a stock-market value of an estimated US$35.1bn, the 
colossal union will create the world’s biggest advertising-agency group called Publicis Omnicom. 
Both own major ad-agency networks, including Publicis’ Saatchi & Saatchi, and Omnicom’s DDB and 
Draftfcb. Both will continue to trade on Euronext Paris and the New York Stock Exchange. With an 
annual combined turnover of US$23m, the new joint venture will surpass the current world leader UK
-based WPP Group, which generated US$15.6bn in 2012. International competition regulators will 
raise questions about Publicis and Omnicom’s ambitions. The two companies’ respective multination-
al clients (eg, Coca-Cola Company at Publicis) and (eg, PepsiCo at Omnicom) might defect to other 
agencies for fear of conflicts. However, the two new partners point out that titanic-sized agencies are 
needed when negotiating with new-media giants like Facebook and Google, which rely on digital  
advertising, and digital-technology Big Data for revenues. *Meanwhile, the fiercely independent 
multinational creative agency Droga5 has agreed for William Morris Endeavor, the international  
entertainment talent agency, to acquire a 49% stake for about US$225m.  

CBS International finds new 
$225m home via private equity 

  Platinum Equity, the Los Angeles-based 
private-equity firm, has agreed to buy outdoor-
advertising group CBS International for a re-
ported US$225m from CBS Corp, part of US 
media-and-entertainment giant Viacom. CBS 
International operates billboards and other 
outdoor ads in the UK, continental Europe, 
and China. *New York venture-capital firm 
RRE Ventures, Hollywood director M Night 
Shyamalan, and Chinese entrepreneur Eric 
Yao are contributors to the US$500,000  
invested in brand-management start-up  
Mingyian Inc, which hosts online brand-
entertainment events targeted at China.  

Hyundai agency Innocean sees 
benefits in Eurozone crisis 

  Innocean Worldwide, the South Korean ad 
agency founded by Hyundai Motor Group’s 
chairman of Chung Mong-Koo, is expanding 
its European business. The Seoul-
headquartered global operation, which has 
Hyundai as its main client, currently has  
offices in the UK, mainland Europe, Russia 
and Turkey. It believes the Eurozone crisis 
has made Europe cost-effective for investment 
that will yield creative and financial dividends 
in the future. It is seeking more third-party  
clients by assuring them Hyundai does not get 
preferential treatment.  

  Project: Worldwide, the international  
independent marketing agency network, has 
joined forces with a former Saatchi & Saatchi 
executive to launch a new shopper-marketing 
agency Shoptology in Texas. Beverage giant 
PepsiCo is among the first clients following 
Charlie Anderson, the former North America 
CEO at Saatchi & Saatchi X (a Saatchi & 
Saatchi subsidiary), to Shoptology. The new 
agency specialises in the marketing technique 
based on insights into the shopping habits of a 
brand’s targeted customers.  

  Los Angeles-headquartered Wasserman 
Media Group, the international sports and en-
tertainment agency, has bought Ignite, the UK-
originated experiential-marketing agency for 
an undisclosed sum. Ignite is now part of  
Wasserman’s experiential-marketing consult-
ing division. The move gives Ignite greater 
global reach as Wasserman has six offices in 
North America, plus overseas outposts in Sao 
Paulo, London and Singapore. Ignite brings 
more than 10 years’ experience of brand  
activation at 10,000-plus live events in more 
than 50 countries. .  

Ex-Saatchi boss launches new 
joint venture Shoptology 

Wasserman buys Ignite to  
spark brand-activation sector 
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Digital-media giants unveil future HQs 
    After colliding aggressively in the tech space, Google, Facebook and Apple are competing head 
on in the physical environment as they each unveil designs for their future headquarters. Google 
appointed Seattle-based NBBJ to design the 1.1 million sq ft building not far from the current  
Googleplex head office in Mountain View, California. Built on land leased from US space agency 
NASA in Bay View and scheduled to open in 2015, the campus will comprise nine buildings. It will be 
the search-engine giant’s first dedicated premises. To date, it has been leasing existing offices. The 
new headquarters will be served with environment-friendly cycling amenities, shuttle buses, elevated 
pathways for pedestrians and cyclists, natural light via large windows, plus the introduction of wet-
lands and restored salt marshes outdoors. Iconic architect Frank Gehry has been hired by Facebook 
to expand and modernise its Menlo Park, California, headquarters, and design new offices for its own 
tech designers in New York. The new addition to the California head office has been described as 
the world’s largest open-plan office space. Construction is scheduled to start next year. The architec-
tural ambitions Facebook and Google come shortly after Apple, the computer-tech colossus,  
disclosed the design for its new spaceship-like Infinite Loop headquarters. Located in Cupertino,  
California and designed by the UK’s Foster + Partners, the 176-acre campus for more than 13,000 
employees is set to open in 2016 (MTF Issue No. 12).  

Heatherwick rooms to inspire 
wireless learning in Singapore  

  Award-winning UK designer Thomas 
Heatherwick’s concept has been selected for 
the ‘Learning Hub’, part of the US$500m-plus 
redevelopment of Singapore’s Nanyang  
Technological University. Scheduled to be 
completed in 2014, the Learning Hub compris-
es a group of eight-storey towers featuring 55 
“corner-less” tutorial rooms for a new  
generation of students who use smartphones 
and tablets. These rooms eliminate the old  
classroom structures and corridors separating 
rooms. They encourage students to collabo-
rate from anywhere using wireless media.  

Dialog and BIG reach for the 
Telus Sky in Canadian skyline 

  Canadian architecture firm Dialog and BIG, 
the renowned Danish practice, have unveiled 
the design for Telus Sky, the multi-use tower 
being built for telecommunications group Telus 
in the Canadian city Calgary. Costing 
C$400m, the 58-floor tower is expected to 
transform the city’s skyline. It is scheduled for 
a 2017 completion. As well as offices for 
Telus’ management, employees and third-
party tenants, Telus Sky will have retail  
outlets, residential space and a 5,500 sq ft 
public gallery to display local artists’ works.  

    The world’s largest building officially 
opens later this year. Called New Century 
Global Centre (NCGC) and located in Cheng-
du, China’s fourth biggest city, the building is a 
420-acre metropolis in its own right. It has a 
water park, five-star hotels, a shopping village, 
a 500-metre long plaza, Olympic-sized ice 
rink, and a 14-screen IMAX cinema. The 400 
metre-long man-made beach inside has  
artificial waves breaking against a gigantic 
LED screen featuring a 100 metre-high cliff 
face. The solar-powered glass roof supplies 
the sun.  

  Denmark’s BIG (Bjarke Ingels Group) is 
designing the Lego House, a new museum, 
which is scheduled for a 2016 opening.  
Forecast to attract 250,000 visitors annually, 
the new 7,600 sq m “experience centre” will 
feature exhibitions illustrating the leisure,  
entertainment and educational values offered 
by the iconic Lego toy bricks. Situated in  
Billund, where the Lego bricks were originally 
invented, the Lego House will also provide 
public access. It is funded by the Lego Group, 
the Lego Foundation and their investment arm 
Kirkbi A/S.  

The world’s largest building 
has its own indoors sand beach 

Denmark’s BIG clinches design 
for new Lego-themed museum 
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Amazon’s scoop: Washington Post sold! 
  The US newspaper-publishing sector underwent a revolutionary overhaul when Jeff Bezos,  
president/CEO and owner of pioneering e-commerce corporation Amazon.com, agreed to buy The 
Washington Post for US$250m. The acquisition, which will be completed by early October, will not be 
by Amazon.com but via Bezos’ own investment firm Explore Holdings. The move caught the media 
world by surprise as The Post is a bastion of US journalism.  But, as analysed in MTF Issue No10, 
the ambitious Bezos wants to use the Internet to get his fingers in every business pie. Amazon.com 
is not only the world’s biggest e-books retailer, it has extended its reach into e-book reading devices, 
online music, games, fashion retail, film/TV sales and production, and book publishing. The acquisi-
tion of the newspaper, which serves the capital city of the world’s biggest economy, is a massive 
coup for Bezos. It says a great deal about the fate of newspapers that the man who is now worth 
US$25bn (according to Forbes) through his online ventures pays less than 1% of his personal value 
for the paper that broke the 1970s Watergate scandal. The Post, which has been in the Graham  
family since 1933, made a US$53.2m operating loss in 2012. An analyst estimated it would have sold 
for US$2bn 10 years ago. As online news decimates traditional newspapers’ circulation and  
advertising revenues, well-known newspapers still command respect. John W Henry, owner of the 
Boston Red Sox baseball team and the UK’s Liverpool soccer team, recently bought the Boston 
Globe for US$70m. Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway owns a portfolio of US regional  
newspapers. In a letter to The Post’s employees, Bezos wrote the paper’s values “do not need 
changing”. But a few sentences later, he adds: “There will of course be change at The Post over the 
coming years.” The employees can never say they were not warned. 

TPG Capital snares 103-year-
old newspaper in £400m deal 

  TPG Capital, the US private-equity firm, has 
bought TSL Education, the London-based  
international digital-education services group, 
for £400m. TSL owns the 103-year-old news-
paper Times Education Supplement (TES). 
The seller is Charterhouse, the UK private-
equity firm making an estimated 50% profit 
from the sale, says the Financial Times. TES 
used to be a supplement of London’s The 
Times newspaper at Rupert Murdoch’s News 
International before it was sold to investment 
firm Exponent for £235m. Exponent sold it to 
Charterhouse in 2007.  

Failing to meet deadline could 
cost author $1.7m advance 

  Penguin UK is in talks with the agent of  
Indian author Vikram Seth, who is being sued 
by the publisher for US$1.7m after not meet-
ing the deadline for his latest book. Called A 
Suitable Girl, it is the sequel to his phenome-
nally successful literary novel A Suitable Boy. 
It was scheduled to be published by Penguin 
imprint Hamish Hamilton this autumn, in time 
for A Suitable Boy’s 20th anniversary. But Seth 
had to submit the manuscript by June.  

  The US’ Sterling Publishing has sold the 
UK/Commonwealth rights to Americana: The 
Kinks, The Riffs, The Road: A Memoir by Ray 
Davies, lead singer of 1960s hit pop band The 
Kinks, to Virgin Books. *Headline Publishing 
Group is to publish an illustrated memoir of 
retired UK soccer star David Beckham’s  
playing days on 31October. *Penguin Modern 
Classics is reissuing the James Jones novel 
From Here to Eternity in September to  
coincide with the opening of a musical version 
at a London West End theatre. It was also an 
1953 Oscar-winning movie. 

  European Union regulators have ended the 
antitrust case against Penguin, which is now 
part of the newly merged Penguin Random 
House. Penguin has agreed to stop restricting 
e-book retailers from offering discounts for at 
least two years. This effectively ends the anti-
trust suit. This accused Penguin and four  
rivals (Simon & Schuster, Macmillan, Hachette 
Livre, HarperCollins) of using the ‘agency 
model’ to plot with tech giant Apple to stop 
online retailers from offering discounts. *Also, 
the publishers are objecting to the US Depart-
ment of Justice’s planned penalties for Apple. 

Shorts: David Beckham; Ray 
Davies; From Here to Eternity 

EU ends ebooks antitrust 
probe against Penguin  
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IPO spree for designer labels and e-store 
  The fashion business has gone IPO crazy. Moncler, the Milan-based luxury skiwear designer/
retailer, has approached Goldman Sachs Group and Bank of America to help sell about 35% of the 
company to raise €800m-€1bn. The move will help existing shareholders to gain from Moncler’s 
growing valuation, which has been placed at €2bn recently. The existing shareholders include Italian 
chairman/creative director Remo Ruffini, who bought the French-originated firm in 2003 and owns 
32%. US private-equity company Carlyle Group has 17.8% while Mittel Private Equity holds 5%. 
French investment firm Eurazeo bought 45% in June 2011, after Moncler failed to list on Milan’s  
Borsa Italiana. It also has the licence for the Cerruti 1881 brand. Valextra, the Italian luxury accesso-
ries brand, has declared a stock-exchange listing as part of its long-term ambitions. In March,  
London-based private-equity firm NEO Capital snapped up a reported 60% majority control of the 
Milan-based Valextra, which prides itself in its high-end “Made In Italy” handbags, briefcases and 
travel goods. The earliest date for the IPO is likely to be in 2018, when annual revenues are  
expected to reach €80m (from €13.5m in 2012). Zulily, the family and kids’ luxury clothing e-
commerce venture, is reported to be in talks with investment banks about an IPO. The move is likely 
to be part of an exit strategy after venture-capital company Andreessen Horowitz led a Series D 
round of fund raising for US$80m last November.  

Coty Inc raises $1bn via IPO on 
New York Stock Exchange 

  US perfume and nail-varnish brand giant 
Coty Inc, which had its US$10bn takeover bid 
for Avon Products snubbed last year, has 
raised US$1bn following a listing on the New 
York Stock Exchange in June (MTF Issue 
No10). Coty is valued at about US$8.6bn. 
Germany’s affluent Reimann family and its 
investment vehicle Joh A Benckiser now own 
80%-plus of the votes and about 70% of the 
equity. The Reimanns own, control or have 
stakes in consumer-goods group Reckitt 
Benckiser, and Jimmy Choo owner Labelux. 

Louis Vuitton declared most 
valuable global luxury brand 

  At US$22.7bn, France’s Louis Vuitton is the 
most valuable global luxury brand in 2013, 
even though that value has dropped 12% from 
the year before. The other nine most valuable  
luxury brands ranked in BrandZ, the Top 100 
Most Valuable Global Brands compiled by  
MillwardBrown, includes Hermes. It is valued 
at US$19bn, meaning it has not changed from 
last year. Third was Gucci (US$12.7bn), fol-
lowed by Prada (US$9.5bn), Rolex, Chanel, 
Cartier, Burberry, Fendi and Coach.  

  The US fashion media has reported that the 
underperforming Jones Group, which owns 
the Nine West and Jones New York retail 
chains, is seeking a buyer; it has been valued 
at US$1.2bn; *US-based global cosmetics 
seller Avon Products is to sell its jewellery unit 
Silpada Designs to Rhinestone Holdings for 
US$85m, a massive cut from the US$650m it 
paid for Silpada in 2010; *US superstar  
rapper Kanye West has created a capsule 
collection of men’s casualwear for French  
design label APC. 

  The first phase of Dubai Design District 
(d3), a section of the United Arab Emirates city 
that will be devoted to the international fashion 
and design industries, is scheduled to be  
completed by January 2015. The hub is being 
financed by the UAE’s president and Dubai’s 
ruler His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum via Tecom Investments, 
part of his Dubai Holdings investment firm. d3 
aims to attract international design, fashion, 
and luxury firms doing business in the region.  

Shorts: Jones Group; Avon 
Products; Kanye West 

Dubai Design District destined 
to boost Middle East business  
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Unregulated art funds to be banned 
  The funding of art collections have come under international scrutiny as regulators question how 
the finances should be used to market works of fine or rare art. The Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA), the relaunched UK finance-sector regulator, is banning the practice of promoting art invest-
ment to non-experts in the UK. The ban comes into effect from 1 January 2014. It is aimed at Unreg-
ulated Collective Investment Schemes (UCIS), which invites individuals to invest in a pool of money 
used for buying assets from which they should benefit collectively. The FCA says such art funds 
should be marketed to only people who are knowledgeable art experts, earn at least £100,000 annu-
ally, or have net assets worth more than £250,000. The FCA argues that promoting UCIS to consum-
ers who do not qualify and are not suitable would constitute misselling and be inappropriate. But, ac-
cording to The Art Newspaper, the new ruling does not apply to dedicated art funds, which require 
investors to have a significant amount in personal funds. The UCIS ban follows the announcement 
that the European Commission’s Culture Programme has agreed to invest €1.9m in Metabody, a five
-year project that converges art, philosophy, techno-science and social activism in 14 European and 
American countries. It will tour nine European cities in its fourth year. The Commission’s commitment 
surprised critics as it had embarked on cuts in art programmes because of the Eurozone crisis.  

Rare Marilyn Monroe photos 
part of $2m Hollywood sale  

  Never-published-before photographs of 
iconic Hollywood actress Marilyn Monroe and 
other vintage Hollywood celebrities fetched 
almost US$2m at a 27 July auction organised 
by California-based Profiles in History. The 
lots of Monroe photos comprised 3,700 of the 
5,000 colour and black-and-white transparen-
cies and negatives taken by US fashion  
photographer Milton Greene in the 1950s. 
Their value lies in their rarity, Greene’s  
reputation for high-quality fashion and movie 
photography, and the reproduction rights to 
earn royalties for the buyers.  

€100m masterpieces in ‘theft of 
the century’ burnt in stove 

  Art-crime investigators say the mother of a 
Romanian thief, who staged a robbery that 
included works by Lucian Freud, Matisse,  
Picasso and Monet, could really have burnt 
€100m worth of masterpieces in the family 
stove. The paintings were snatched from the 
Rotterdam museum Kunsthal on 16 October 
2012 in the “theft of the century”. One of the 
six suspects Radu Dogaru’s mother claims 
she burned the paintings to destroy evidence 
against her son. But sceptics say they might 
not be the same paintings.  

  An art foundation belonging to fashion  
moguls Maurice and Paul Marciano, of 
Guess? Inc fame, paid US$8m for an old  
masonic temple that is going to be converted 
into a private museum. The Los Angeles-
based 90,000 sq ft four-storey Scottish Rite 
Masonic Temple will house works owned by 
the Marciano brothers, who are one of the 
world’s largest art collectors. The temple was 
featured in the 2004 Hollywood movie National 
Treasure. The Masons said they sold it for 
economic reasons.  

  No Ball Games, the street mural by secre-
tive British artist Banksy on a North London 
wall, is to be put up for auction. The sale is 
being handled by London-based events  
organiser The Sincura Group. While Sincura 
Group will not identify the seller, the removal 
of the iconic work has irked North London  
residents who consider it a local landmark. 
Another Banksy wall painting, Slave Labour, 
was allegedly stolen before it was auctioned 
in June for a US$700,000 guided price (MTF 
Issue13).  

Fashion moguls convert $8m 
Masonic temple into gallery 

Another Banksy street mural 
snatched from wall for auction 
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I am what I am in brand-name dispute 

  In the music business, a copyright dispute could start with the odd spelling of a name. Lawyers 
representing US rap singer/producers Will-i-am and Pharrell Williams are fighting over who owns 
the trademark to the phrase “I am”. The dispute was allegedly triggered by Williams’ registration of 
the brand name “I Am Other” for his non-music business ventures. In June, Will-i-am (real name  
William James Adams), who is famous for being part of the hit group The Black Eyed Peas, sued 
Pharrell Williams because “I Am Other” allegedly infringes the brand names of his Will-i-am’s work as 
an entertainer. Additionally, Will-i-am has registered the phrase “I Am” as the brand name for his 
clothing range. The dispute also centres on claims and counterclaims over which of the two has 
made an effort to settle the matter out of court. The spat over brand ownership has equally hit global 
toymaker Hasbro. It is being sued in the US Federal Court by Harmony Gold, the TV production and 
distribution company, for copyright infringement. The suit was filed after Hasbro unveiled the toy 
package for GI Joe v Transformers: The Epic Conclusion at the recent San Diego Comic Con trade 
fair. Harmony Gold claims the inclusion of the Transformer character Jetfire in the toy package was 
illegal as Hasbro no longer has the licence. The industry is waiting for Hasbro’s response.  

English soccer clubs hit web 
pirates with court ruling 

  Soccer’s English Premier League has used 
Section 97A of the UK’s Copyright, Designs 
and Patents Act to force Internet service pro-
viders to block illegal website First Row 
Sports. It follows a UK High Court ruling. The 
site earns about £10m annually from providing 
links to live top-flight English games on illegal 
third-party websites. So far, it is music and 
movie producers that have asked the courts to 
block original illegal streaming sites, not a site 
that offers access to them.  

French Hadopi law dumps  
disconnections for infringers  

  France’s Hadopi Law, which originally  
allowed Internet service providers to  
disconnect infringing subscribers after the 
“three strike” warnings, has scrapped that  
provision. Instead, anyone suspected of serial 
online copyright infringement will be fined €60 
after the third warning goes unheeded. The 
fine increases if the infringement continues. 
Regulators now plan to focus most of their  
anti-piracy resources to combatting  
commercial copyright pirates as opposed to 
individual consumers. 

Fifty-one countries signed the Marrakesh 
Treaty, a new international accord that  
ensures access to copyrighted content is 
made easier for the visually impaired, on 28 
June at a WIPO diplomatic conference at the 
Moroccan city; *A new Intellectual Property 
Crime Unit has been set up by the City of  
London Police to tackle digital copyright in-
fringement and fraud; *A new anti-piracy law 
that came into force 1 August in Russia will 
allow access to unauthorised online content to 
be blocked.  

  Victoria Espinel, the US’ anti-piracy czar, 
has stated that the White House welcomes 
voluntary efforts by online ad networks to boy-
cott websites that profit from copyright in-
fringement. Google, Yahoo! and magazine 
publisher Conde Nast are among the signato-
ries to the industry initiative promoting self-
regulation instead of legislation. *The UK has 
signed the WIPO Beijing Treaty on Audio-
visual Performances, which gives artists’  
performances in audio-visual works the same 
economic and moral protection they receive 
for audio recordings and live performances.  

Shorts: Marrakesh Treaty; new 
IP Crime Unit; anti-piracy law 

US supports self-regulation to 
control ads on illegal websites 
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A Country Profile 
Brazil 

The country of carnivals is about to host  
the 2014 World Cup and 2016 Olympic Games. Yet,  

its disaffected and dissatisfied citizens have attacked their government 
 for the misuse of power; so why does Brazil’s  

creative businesses continue to inspire?     

the growing middle class, who entered that 
demographic group because of recent im-
proved salaries as opposed to inherited 
wealth, there is no point in being able to afford 
a washing machine if there is no access to 
water. And poverty prevails is vast sections of 
the country. 
  How long the political protests continue for is 
immaterial. Brazil’s status as a developing 
market has been shown to be vulnerable. So 
expect the compromises that should ensure 
the World Cup and Olympics events still go 
ahead. Victory and gold medals at both events 
for Brazil’s national soccer team, arguably the 
world’s best, should boost both morale and 
economic growth. 
  In a country dogged by military dictatorship 
and an unstable economy until the mid-1990s, 
the citizens’ protests in some ways confirm 
democracy prevails, if not perfect. The current 
Catholic Pope’s ability to still attract millions to 
his sermons during his visit in July showed 
Brazilians are still able to exercise their rights.  
  However, the recent fast developing econo-
my has been starting from a very low base. 
This means there is plenty of room for growth, 
making Brazil ripe for more investments in its 
industries.  
  Some of the world’s wealthiest investors in 
are Brazil. Out of the country’s estimated 46 
billionaires, the richest in 2013 is Jorge Paulo 
Lemann. He is worth almost US$20bn, accord-
ing to Forbes’ Rich List. Bloomberg’s Billion-
aire Index places him as the world’s 37th rich-
est person. Eduardo Saverin, Facebook’s co-
founder, is said to be the youngest billionaire 
with a fortune valued at US$2.2bn. 
 
Media and entertainment  
Accountancy giant Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
(PwC) is among the analysts that conclude the 
media-and-entertainment sectors will continue 
to burn brightly in Brazil.    
  PwC calculates that business and consumer 
expenditure on books and other printed media, 
TV, radio, movies, video games, advertising,  

If you had mentioned the word ‘Brazil’ in 
2012, you would have been referring to the 
land of carnivals, the Bossa Nova, Carmen 
Miranda, super model Gisele Bundchen and 
the Christ the Redeemer statue. You would 
have also heard nothing but celebratory  
religious fervour about Brazil’s status as an 
emerging super economic power.  
  Brazil is one of the world’s developing BRICS 
(Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) 
markets. The standard of living was growing 
so rapidly last year, international businesses 
would have been foolhardy to ignore Latin 
America’s only Portuguese-speaking state, as 
well as its largest country by geographic size 
and standard of living. 
  Fast-forward to this year, and Brazil is synon-
ymous with anti-government protests, alleged 
corruption, and a middle class that is growing 
in terms of size and anger. Protesters have 
been clashing with the police, who have  
responded with rubber bullets despite the 
presence of Latin America’s first pontiff Pope 
Francis, who was on his first official foreign 
trip. Brazil’s economy is slowing down and 
there is a deep-seated fear that the country, 
although technically the world’s seventh  
biggest economy by nominal gross domestic 
product, might suffer the hyperinflation that 
dragged it down for decades until the  
mid-1990s. 
  The embattled government, led by the coun-
try’s first female president Dilma Rousseff, has 
been trying to quell the incessant protests by 
pointing out it is boosting the economy. It has 
highlighted investments in infrastructures that 
will support the 2014 FIFA World Cup tourna-
ment and the 2016 Summer Olympic Games, 
create jobs and trigger the inevitable spend by 
overseas visitors.  
 
Standard of living 
  But critics are unimpressed. They argue that 
improving the purchasing power of Brazil’s 
consumers is not the same as protecting the 
rights of the citizens. For the new members of  
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Internet access, plus other media formats will 
generate US$48bn this year, from US$42.5bn 
in 2012. The company also predicts a healthy 
annual growth of nearly 11% to US$71bn by 
2017. 
  Among the key creative industries examined 
by PwC, TV is expected to generate 
US$15.8bn from advertising, subscription fees 
and public licence fees in Brazil this year.  
Consumer magazine and newspaper advertis-
ing and circulation will deliver US$7.1bn; 
US$3.6bn will come from consumer and  
educational book sales.  
  Recorded and live music will yield US$638m; 
and the movies business will produce 
US$2.3bn from box-office receipts, advertis-
ing, the new emerging subscription-funded 
movies, and traditional DVD rental and sale. 
Video games in Brazil will generate US$486m 
from advertising and purchases in 2013. 
  Some of the fastest growing segments during 
the next five years are expected to be online 
advertising around TV content (at a compound 
annual growth rate (of 73%), Internet-delivered 
streaming movies (44%), consumer e-books at 
a 48% rate, educational e-books (96%),  
Internet access (15%), and Internet advertising 
(19%). These are from the digital-media  
sectors. They are still small in terms of overall 
revenues currently being created compared to 
the traditional media businesses and are, 
therefore, growing from a low base. 
 
Television 
The vast majority of Brazil’s population are 
concentrated in its key cities, ranging from 
Manaus in the north-west to Porto Alegre in 
the south-east via Fortaleza and Recife, the 
capital Brasilia and the major urban centres of 
Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo. 
And it is in these cities that the country’s major 
TV operators do business. 
  In terms of programming, Brazilians are fond 
of telenovelas and imported US entertainment. 
The Globo Communications group is the coun-
try’s largest producer of local content, creating 
more than 4,000 original shows annually.  
It is in a strong position to meet the new local-
content quotas that came into force last year. 
  In its bid to restrict the way imported US TV 
programmes are dominating the schedules on 
several networks, the government now  
requires a minimum of three-and-a-half hours 
of locally produced shows during primetime. 
And at least 50% of those shows must be by 
independent producers.  
  HDTV and digital terrestrial broadcasting is 
prevalent in Brazil. The analogue switch-off or 
the switchover to 100% digital broadcast trans-
mission signals is scheduled for June 2016,  

around the time the Summer Olympics takes 
place in Rio de Janeiro.  
  Until then, the country’s TV business has 
depended mostly on the private sector. The 
now defunct TV Tupi, which was privately 
owned, was the country’s first broadcaster 
when it launched in 1950. It is also thought to 
be the world’s first Portuguese-speaking TV 
service. The first TV service in Portugal itself 
was public broadcaster RTP in 1957. 
  Brazil got its first public-broadcast network, 
TV Brasil, in 2007 with the introduction of  
digital terrestrial signals. There are five major 
free-to-air networks: Rede (Network) Globo, 
Rede Record, Sistema Brasileiro de Televisao 
(SBT), Rede Bandeirantes and Rede TV!. 
  The Marinho-family’s Globo Organisation 
owns the Rede Globo TV network, the coun-
try’s biggest free-to-air broadcaster. The Globo 
Organisation is estimated to be world’s 17th 
largest media conglomerate (by ZenithOptime-
dia); it earned US$6.1bn in revenues in 2012 
and made a profit of US$1.4bn.  
  It has sealed several joint ventures with  
Hollywood and other US studios, including 
News Corp’s 21st Century Fox, MGM, NBCU-
niversal, Paramount Pictures and Playboy  
TV; it owns and operates a network of  
terrestrial and online radio stations, a book 
publishing arm (Editora Globo) and a record 
label Som Livre. 
  However, its flagship business is the Rede 
Globo TV. It has been described as the world’s 
second biggest TV network after the US’ ABC 
network. It comprises about 122 TV wholly 
owned stations and affiliates across the coun-
try and reaches nearly 99% of the population.  
  PwC estimates that Rede Globo has cor-
nered 75% of the nation’s TV advertising reve-
nues, and about 50% of the viewing figures. 
 Globosat is Brazil’s biggest pay-TV service. It 
owns and distributes about 30 Globo and third-
party local and international TV networks  
serving more than 15 million cable-and-
satellite TV homes. It has launched cable 
channels in joint ventures with Hollywood  
studio NBCUniversal for the Universal Chan-
nel, Syfy, and Studio Universal TV networks. 
  Overseas, it owns TV Globo in Portugal and 
the TV Globo Internacional, which is available 
via satellite transmissions to hundreds of  
thousands of Portuguese-speaking 
(Lusophones) viewers in the Americas,  
Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Japan.  
  The globo.com portal features original con-
tent linked to the programmes aired on the 
Rede Globo channel. The online content in-
cludes Globo.tv, which promotes the different 
shows with trailers, and an on-demand video 
service Globo.tv+. According to the Alexa  
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Globo.com is Brazil’s sixth most visited web-
site and ranks 112 globally. 
 
Globo and rivals 
  Globo Organisation is also a minority share-
holder (8.9% of the voting shares) in NET  
Servicos, the country’s biggest cable-TV  
platform. It offers TV entertainment to more 
than 5 million subscribers, giving it more than 
38% of the nation’s pay-TV market share.  
  Its Net Virtua broadband Internet service 
reaches nearly 5 million customers (26%  
market share), and its telephone services go 
to about 2.5 million users via Embratel.  
  Embratel, a subsidiary of Mexican telecom-
munications group Telmex, is NET’s majority 
owner. Sky Brasil, the country’s biggest  
satellite-delivered TV platform, is partly (3%) 
owned by Globo Organisation as well. The 
majority owner (93%) is the US’ DirecTV. 
  Other players in the TV sector are Rede  
Record, the country’s second largest network. 
A subsidiary of Central Record de Comunica-
cao, Rede Record is part of the empire  
belonging to billionaire religious leader Edir 
Macedo Bezerra (aka Edir Macedo). 
  Macedo took over Rede Record in 1990, 
when it was a struggling business jointly 
owned by rivals Silvio Santos and the family of 
the late Paulo Machado de Carvalho.  
  Rede Record has grown its market share by 
airing populist entertainment and international 
hit US crime dramas, sitcoms and children’s 
shows. Its ambitions were highlighted when it 
outbid the mighty Rede Globo to win the ex-
clusive rights to the Winter and Summer Olym-
pic Games for 2010 and 2012 respectively. 
    Record News, a round-the-clock free-to-air 
news channel, is Rede Record’s sister  
network. Another division Record Internacional 
sells its home-produced content to broadcast-
ers around the world. 
  SBT is a free-to-air network owned by billion-
aire TV host/media mogul Silvio Santos. It 
reaches 94% of the country. It is Brazil’s third-
biggest network after Rede Globo and Rede 
Record. With its highly commercial program-
ming content, including dramas, telenovelas, 
game shows, SBT has an estimated 20%  
audience share.  
  Rede Bandeirantes is part of the media  
conglomerate Bandeirantes Communications 
Group owned by Johnny Saad (Joao Carlos 
Saad), who is the son of the group’s founder 
Joao Jorge Saad. It operates Rede TV!  
  Launched in 1999, Rede TV! is the youngest 
of the five national major networks. It took over 
the signals of the now defunct Rede 
Manchete. It comprises a network of affiliates 
in five key cities: Belo Horizonte, Fortaleza,  

Recife, Rio de Janeiro, and Sao Paulo. The 
entertainment-centric channel’s claim to fame 
is for being the world’s first terrestrial-TV net-
work to broadcast in 3D. 
  A much smaller but still significant player is 
the privately owned RBS Group controlled by 
the Sirotsky family. Headquartered in Porto 
Alegre, it has interests in TV (Globo affiliate 
stations), radio, a record label, regional news-
papers, live events, book publishing, digital 
media and e-commerce. 
 
Open TV competition 
Regulators are more relaxed about the rules 
that prevented foreign investors from control-
ling Brazilian TV services. In 2011, new  
regulations came into force that opened up the 
cable-and-satellite TV market to foreign inves-
tors and Brazilian telecommunications groups.  
  This is impacting the cable-and-satellite TV 
sector which reaches an estimated 15 million 
pay-TV homes, according to government  
figures. Those figures predict that by 2020, 
80% of Brazil’s 55 million-plus TV households 
will be subscribing to cable-and-satellite  
services. On the face of things, Brazil’s pay-
TV sector has plenty of room for growth. Only 
27% of its TV homes currently have pay-TV 
services. This means it lags behind Mexico, 
which has a 40% penetration and Colombia’s 
32% penetration.  
  The relaxation of the country’s media rules 
opened the doors for Mexican telecommunica-
tions group America Movil, its Latin American 
network of telephone services Telmex and its 
subsidiary Embratel. America Movil is owned 
by billionaire Carlos Slim, one of the world’s 
two most affluent individuals.  
  Via Embratel, America Movil is the majority 
owner of the NET cable-TV operation (with 
almost 5.5 million pay-TV customers). Its big-
gest rival is US satellite giant DirecTV, which 
majority owns satellite platform Sky Brasil with 
its more than 5 million subscribers. 
  However, Sky was embroiled in controversy 
in June when it was disclosed that it had over 
reported its subscription numbers by an esti-
mated 200,000 customers. DirecTV, which is 
being hurt in Brazil by the stumbling economy 
as customers struggle to maintain their  
subscriptions, has given instructions for the 
numbers to be rectified.  
  TV Esporte Interativo, a joint venture of Top-
Sports (80%) and Time Warner’s TBS (20%), 
is one of the popular niche digital free-to-air 
networks. It has the rights to several major 
sport events, including American football’s 
Super Bowl, basketball, volleyball, beach  
volley and the qualifying rounds for the FIFA 
2014 World Cup.                     cont....page 19  
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REPORT 
BRAZIL — FACTS & FIGURES 

 
POPULATION:           196.5 million 
GDP PER CAPITA:         US$12,670 
INTERNET USERS (2012):        94 million 
TV HOMES (2012) :         55 million 
PAY-TV HOMES (2012):         15 million 
MOBILE PHONE SUBSCRIPTIONS (2012):       265.6 million 
SMARTPHONE USERS (2012):         37 million 
BROADBAND CONNECTIONS (2012):      34.7 million 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FACEBOOK USERS (2013):        65 million 
VALUE OF MUSIC INDUSTRY (2012):       US$257m-US$391m* 
VALUE OF ADVERTISING SPEND (2012)      US$18.6bn 
 
CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATE: 
Real  100 = £28.20; US$43.37; €32.66 

  
ORGANISATIONS TO KNOW:-    ABRADI -Association of Digital Ad Agencies 
ANCINE (National Film Agency)    Brazil Music Exchange 
ApexBrasil (Trade and Investment Agency)   Brazilian Book Chamber 
APRO (Brazilian Film Producers Association)   Brazilian Publishers Union  
ANATEL (National Agency of Telecommunications)  Brazilian National Association of Booksellers 
ABPD (Local music industry association)   ABRAMUS (Local music-licensing body) 
ABTA (Pay-TV Association)     Embratur (Brazilian Tourism Board) 
Brazil Music Exchange      National Association of Newspapers 
ECAD (Royalties Collecting Society) 
 
National Agency of             ABDOH (Brazilian Out 
Telecommunications                of Home Association) 
 
Liga Nacional de Basquete                        ABA (Brazilian   
(National Basketball League)         Advertisers Association) 
 
ABAP (Brazilian Advertising                Abragames (Association of  
Agencies Association)                 Digital Games Developers) 
 
ABPITV (Association of                       Instituto Verificador de  
Independent TV Producers)            Circulacao (newspaper circulation) 
 
Conselho Administrativo de Defesa                 Ministry of Culture  
Economica (competition authority)          National Confederation of Industry 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Economist; Internet World Stats; ZenithOptimedia; IBOPE Nielsen; Socialbakers.com; 
eMarketer; ANATEL; IDC; comScore 
Notes: * = IFPI and PwC’s estimates of recorded-music sales respectively 
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  But it does not have the globally popular 
English Premier League, which is with rival 
ESPN Brazil. Nor does TV Esporte Interativo 
have the rights to the key local soccer events 
like Copa do Brasil and Campeonato Brasilei-
ro. The Brazil national team’s games are with 
the cable-distributed SporTV, the country’s 
biggest sports-dedicated channel and a  
subsidiary of the ubiquitous Globo. 
  Other key pay-TV operators are the satellite 
platform Claro TV (co-owned by Embratel and 
another Mexican company Claro). It has more 
than 2 million subscribers and retransmits its 
TV networks to Puerto Rico. Spanish telecoms 
giant Telefonica operates Telefonica TV  
Digital in Brazil.  
  Oi, the country’s biggest telecommunications 
group with interests in fixed and mobile  
telephony plus broadband Internet, owns the 
Oi TV cable network. GVT TV is a small pay-
TV  operation owned by Global Village  
Telecom, a subsidiary of French media con-
glomerate Vivendi. 
  The telecoms companies are expected to 
hike their investments in Internet-delivered 
IPTV services in the near future. 
 
Print media 
As in most emerging and developing coun-
tries, where Internet penetration is relatively 
low, print newspapers and magazines remain 
relatively robust businesses.  
  PwC estimates there are 4,000 newspapers 
in Brazil, nearly 700 of which are daily news-
papers with a combined circulation of more 
than 8.6 million copies. Super Noticia, a  
tabloid daily packed with racy stories and  
photographs, is the biggest selling national 
newspaper with a circulation of more than 
300,000. Launched in 2002, it is produced in  
Belo Horizonte by Sempre Editora. Its sister 
titles include O Tempo and Tempo Contagem. 
  The most popular broadsheet newspaper is 
Estado de Minas (EM), which has a circulation 
of nearly 80,000. It is published by the Diarios 
Associados media group, which controls most-
ly regional newspapers, radio stations and TV 
stations. EM’s sister newspapers include  
Diario de Pernambuco, which is thought to be 
Brazil’s oldest newspaper having been  
founded in 1825.  
  Other popular daily newspapers are centred 
on the major cities. They include (in Rio de 
Janeiro) O Dia, O Globo, Jornal do Brasil; and 
(in Sao Paulo) Folha de Sao Paulo, and O 
Estado de Sao Paulo. Launched in 1921, 
Folha de Sao Paulo has the highest circulation 
in Brazil. It is the flagship title at Grupo Folha, 
Brazil’s third most influential media group after 
Globo and Abril.   

  O Estado de Sao Paulo is published by 
Grupo Estado. It is ranked the fifth biggest 
selling daily in the country and the second  
biggest in the city. 
  O Globo is the flagship newspaper in Editora 
Globo, the Globo Organisation’s print subsidi-
ary, while O Dia is part of the group that owns 
the Rede Record TV channel. 
  Yet, the print media format is vulnerable to 
the rapid changes in media platforms. Last 
year, two long-established daily newspapers 
Diario de Natal and Grupo Estado’s Jornal da 
Tarde shut down for good.  
  Grupo Abril is arguably Brazil’s second larg-
est media corporation and one of the country’s 
biggest magazine publishers via the Editora 
Abril subsidiary.  
It reported net earnings of US$1.3bn last year 
with a net income of US$400m. 
  The company says it publishes 53 magazine 
titles with 4.7 million subscribers and about 30 
million readers. In all, about 200 million copies 
of its titles were read in Brazil, Latin America 
and other Portuguese-speaking communities 
in 2012. 
  Its portfolio includes the country’s biggest 
circulation magazine Veja, a newsweekly. It is 
published from Sao Paulo and has a circula-
tion of about 1.2 million a week. More than 
920,000 copies a week are paid for. 
  Abril also states that it publishes seven out of 
Brazil’s 10 most read magazine titles. They 
include scientific magazine Superinteressante, 
the local version of G+J Espana’s Spanish title 
Muy Interesante; Nova, the Brazilian edition of 
Hearst Corporation’s international women’s 
monthly Cosmopolitan. It is the local licensee 
for Playboy (Playboy Enterprises), Elle 
(Lagardere) and Men’s Health (Rodale Inc) 
magazines. 
  Abril’s Distribution & Logistics division  
distributes print publications, magazines, 
newspapers, books, and small parcels to retail 
outlets for more than 80 publishers in Brazil. 
  The increasingly competitive print magazine 
sector (after all, the leading TV broadcasters 
like Globo also own magazine and newspaper 
publishing subsidiaries) has seen Abril invest 
heavily in digital distribution. There are 
smartphone and tablet apps for about 30 of its 
magazine titles, 45 websites, and 90 blogs via 
its digital-distribution platform called Iba. The 
websites reported 59 million unique visitors 
combined last year.  
  Abril Group recently announced a radical 
restructuring of the empire after chairman/
group editorial director Roberto Civita died at 
the age of 76 in May. Civita was the son of the 
group’s Italian original founder Victor Civita. 
Victor Civita started the media business in  
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1950 by licensing Disney comics. 
  Before Roberto Civita’s death, the Abril 
Group had been gradually divesting its inter-
ests in TV and sold its stakes in joint ventures 
with US cable networks ESPN, HBO, Country 
Music Television and Sony Entertainment  
Television. The only remaining major TV  
interest is MTV Brasil, a joint venture with US 
media group Viacom. The youth-oriented  
music-and-lifestyle network, which produces 
95% of its content locally, reaches 24 million 
Brazilian homes. 
 
E-books 
Grupo Abril’s digital-distribution platform Iba 
distributes newspapers by third-party publish-
ers like Grupo Estado and e-books published 
by Abril and other publishers. By last year, it 
was also handling nearly 12,000 e-book titles.  
  Iba has pledged to spend US$26.5m  
between 2012 and 2017 in a bid to become a 
leading e-book publisher/distributor. Its apps 
are to be pre-installed in tablets manufactured 
by Samsung Electronics and Google subsidi-
ary Motorola Mobility. 
  It faces tough competition from Gato Sabido, 
Brazil’s first e-book store, which opened in 
2010. Saraiva, a national bookstore chain, 
also operates its own e-book store.  
  Late last year, US e-book pioneer Ama-
zon.com entered the market with a soft 
launch. It started with 1.4 million books,  
including 13,000 in the Portuguese language.  
Also, it is selling its e-book reader the Kindle.  
  As part of its campaign to raise awareness 
for the Kindle, it opened a series of physical 
pop-up stores in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janei-
ro early this year and invited consumers to 
visit and discover what the device can do for 
readers. Its competitor Kobo is selling in Brazil 
via a partnership with Livraria Cultura, another 
national book retailer.  
  Online electronics-goods and bookstores 
Mundo Positivo and Travessa are growing 
their business in the e-books sales business. 
  While e-book sales are growing, book  
publishers have been cautious about entering 
the digital business. E-book publishing still 
represents only 1% of the business, according 
to experts. 
  In addition to Amazon.com’s ambitions and 
Grupo Abril, local Brazilian players in the  
e-publishing field include L&PM, Lumen Juris, 
Editoras Artmed and education-books  
publisher IESDE.  
  US search-engine giant Google has been 
attempting to persuade the world’s book and 
newspaper publishers to give permission for 
their copyrighted content to be digitised on a 
global scale.   

  Unhappy about the unpredictable implica-
tions, especially about who controls the  
distribution of these digital assets, several 
publishers worldwide have either rejected 
Google’s proposals or imposed strict  
conditions. In 2012, more than 150 titles  
belonging to Brazil’s National Association of 
Newspapers refused to allow Google News to 
provide links to their content without paying for 
the right to do so.  
  They demanded payment because the  
association, which represents about 90% of 
the national newspaper circulation, argued 
that their websites suffered as the Google 
links directed traffic away. 
  Although Google News will not be linked  
to stories breaking on Brazilian newspapers’ 
sites, online users will still find the websites via 
Google’s standard search facilities. 
 
Filmed entertainment  
Recent Brazilian movies that have gained  
international popularity include Xingu, an ad-
venture movie directed by Cao Hamburger 
and was chosen for the 2012 Berlin Interna-
tional Film Festival. Neighbouring Sounds, by 
Kleber Mendonca Filho, was hailed as one of 
the Top 10 drama movies by critics last year. 
Luciano Moura’s drama A Cadeira do Pai was 
at the Sundance Film Festival in 2012. 
  However, it is the 2010 crime drama Elite 
Squad: The Enemy Within that is ranked as 
the highest-grossing film of all time in Brazil. 
Directed by Jose Padilha, it was made with a 
budget of US$9.5m and generated a reported 
US$70m from box-office tickets. 
  In terms of international acclaim, it is City of 
God, the 2002 movie by Fernando Meirelles, 
that brought Brazil’s domestic talent to the 
world’s attention. An astonishing piece of sto-
rytelling set in the Rio de Janeiro favela of the 
same name, City of God always enters the 
Top 10 Brazilian movies of all time.  
  It clinched four Oscar nominations, won sev-
eral international awards including a BAFTA, 
Toronto International Film Festival, New York 
Film Critics Circle and a Golden Globe.  
  Yet, domestic productions still account for a 
small share (an estimated 10%) of the movies 
distributed in the domestic market. To try and 
improve the balance and stop the cinema and 
TV sectors from depending on foreign imports,  
the Brazilian movie industry is being encour-
aged to boost the share of local productions.  
  The Lei do SeAC quota law requires movie 
channels, like other pay-TV networks, to air at 
least three-and-a-half hours of locally  
produced films during primetime. The regula-
tion is consequently influencing the film-
production industry’s development. 
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  There are 2,377 cinema screens in Brazil. 
About 20% have digital projectors. And the 
government, having the growing middle class 
and their disposable income in mind, is invest-
ing in the construction of more cinema thea-
tres. Analysts estimate there will be about 
1,000 digital cinemas in Brazil by 2016.  
  Private companies are also encouraged to 
invest in the cinema business.  
IMAX Corporation, the Toronto-based giant-
screen exhibitor, has joined forces with 
Brazil’s lottery operator Racimec International 
Group to open three IMAX digital cinemas in 
Brazil. The deal increases the number of IMAX 
cinema screens operated by UCI Brazil, a  
subsidiary of US-based National Amusements, 
to five. UCI Brazil operates the IMAX theatres 
for Racimec. 
  The government offers tax incentives for  
investments in film production. According to 
The Hollywood Reporter, the government 
gives away about US$5m annually in a  
combination of tax incentives and grants.  
  Rio de Janeiro is effectively the country’s 
filmmaking centre with its autonomous Rio 
Film Commission and the respected Rio de 
Janeiro International Film Festival, which 
takes place 26 September-10 October 2013.  
  The growing respect the international film 
community has for Brazil can be seen in the 
partnership between the Film London Produc-
tion Finance Market and Filme Rio - Rio Film 
Commission.  
  The partnership was first formed in 2011 and 
has been renewed annually, including this 
year. It aims to exploit the creative and busi-
ness opportunities offered to London and Rio 
de Janeiro from London’s 2012 Summer 
Olympic Games to the 2016 Games in Rio.  
  There are co-production treaties with 11 
countries, including Portugal, the UK, Spain, 
Italy, Germany, France, Canada and India. 
Additionally, the UK independent TV produc-
ers’ organisation PACT formed a partnership 
last year with its Brazilian counterpart ABPITV. 
The partnership aims to encourage their  
members to benefit from the tax incentives 
available in the two countries.  
  As long as some of the production is taking 
place in Brazilian soil and is approved by the 
national film agency ANCINE, the treaties ben-
efit co-productions companies. Even produc-
tions involving non-treaty countries can still 
gain as long as at least 40% of the funding 
and rewards is Brazilian. 
  Fernando Meirelles’ next projects include 
Nemesis, a biopic of the late controversial 
Greek tycoon Aristotle Onassis in a co-
production with UK-based Daybreak Pictures, 
Pathe UK and his own company O2 Filmes. 

Al Pacino is playing Onassis.  
  In addition, Meirelles is working with British 
filmmaker Stephen Daldry and Portugal’s  
Miguel Mendes on other co-productions. 360, 
a thriller directed by Meirelles and released in 
2012, was shot on several international  
locations, including Rio de Janeiro.  
  Brazil is a signatory to the Ibermedia  
Programme, an initiative launched in 1997 at 
the Conference of Latin American Film  
Authorities. The programme aims to provide 
technical and financial assistance to independ-
ent producers from Latin American, the  
Caribbean markets plus Spain and Portugal.  
  The Ibermedia Fund grants range from 
US$15,000 to US$200,000, depending on 
whether it is a loan, a grant for a training  
project, distribution and marketing campaigns, 
a production or co-production. 
 
Advertising 
Brazil is the sixth biggest advertising market 
by expenditure according to report by media 
agency group ZenithOptimedia. Advertisers 
spent US$18.6bn in the country last year. 
Forecasts indicate the country will rise to  
become the fifth biggest market in 2015 with 
ad spend growing to US$24bn. 
  The Brazilian ad market is a lucrative one. 
With a rapidly growing economy, it has attract-
ed the attention of international brand owners, 
led by the biggest consumer-goods companies 
Unilever and Procter & Gamble.  
  Its ad agencies have had to be among the 
most creative in the world. Being the only Por-
tuguese-speaking country in the whole of 
North and Latin America, and with very few 
Lusophone nations in the rest of the world, 
Brazilian agencies have had to be visual in 
getting their brand message across.  
Ogilvy Brasil won the coveted Advertising 
Agency of the Year award at the 2013 Cannes 
Lions International Festival of Creativity.  
  IBOPE, Brazil’s leading market-research 
group, ranked the following companies as the 
10 leading advertisers in Brazil last year based 
on their spend on the major media outlets.  
  They are led by retail group Casas Bahia 
(US$1.55bn), followed by Anglo-Dutch  
consumer-goods group Unilever Brasil 
(US$1.33bn), Spanish bank La Caixa 
(US$743m), satellite-TV operator Sky Brasil 
(US$739m), brewery company AmBev 
(US$726m), telecoms giant Vivo (US$540m), 
Unilever’s rival Procter & Gamble 
(US$US$442m), multinational oil and energy 
giant Petrobas, car maker Hyundai Caoa, and 
auto manufacturer Volkswagen. 
  Television (especially free-to-air networks) is 
the most popular medium for advertisers,  
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representing almost 60% of the ad spend in 
Brazil. The pending FIFA World Cup next year 
and the Olympic Games in 2016 will trigger 
more investments from advertisers and spon-
sors. With 90% of Brazilians listening to the 
radio every week, growth in radio advertising 
is also forecast to accelerate.  
  ABRADI, the association of digital advertising 
agencies, estimates that revenues from digital 
advertising leaped to US$1bn in 2012 from 
US$452m in 2010.  
  Brazil is Latin America’s biggest digital-
advertising market. Revenues are predicted to 
grow to US$3.05bn in 2017 (PwC). The 
growth potential forecast for digital advertising 
is based on the fact that broadband penetra-
tion is a mere 32% compared to Mexico’s 58% 
and Argentina’s 46%. As broadband’s reach 
expands, the emerging subscription-funded 
streaming-TV format is expected to become 
part of the average Brazilian home entertain-
ment. US-based Netflix, the world’s biggest 
streaming-TV operator, entered the Brazilian 
market in September 2011.  
  Additionally, online video advertising is  
expected to see a boost in business with the 
increase in broadband penetration. Brazil has 
been rated as YouTube’s fourth biggest  
market by views. That should see advertisers 
directing more of their budget towards that 
platform.  
  The country’s leading pay-TV operators,  
including NET and Sky Brasil, offer streaming 
video-on-demands (VOD) as part of their  
subscription packages. Another serious  
contender in the streaming-TV and movies 
space is NetMovies, the country’s largest sub-
scription-funded multi-platform streaming VOD 
service. It says it offers more than 35,000 local 
and international movies and TV shows.  
  Analysis published early this year by US  
Media Consulting, a Miami-based research 
firm, concluded that newspaper circulation is 
growing; smartphone penetration is rising with 
21 million handsets sold this year alone; the 
amount of time spent watching TV is increas-
ing; 61% of magazine readers are affluent and 
middle-class women; Brazil was the fastest 
growing country on Facebook last year;  
multi-tasking is growing as more Brazilians 
watch TV, read newspapers and/or listen to 
radio while surfing the Internet. 
 
Advertising agencies 
The world’s biggest advertising groups have 
set up shop in Brazil. The UK’s WPP Group 
(JWT, Grey, Y&R, Ogilvy & Mather), IPG 
(McCann Erickson, Draftfcb) and Omnicom 
Group (BBDO, DDB, TBWA) in the US and 
France’s Publicis Groupe (Saatchi & Saatchi,  

Leo Burnett) operate agency networks in the 
country. Omnicom and Publicis’ recent  
announcement to merge globally will lead to 
the restructuring of businesses, and the  
overall agency market, in Brazil.  
  More international agencies, including  
independent companies, have been expand-
ing into Brazil over the years. BBDO became 
one of the early ones when it acquired a  
significant share of Almap to create Almap-
BBDO. Recently, UK-based Mother an-
nounced plans to set up a subsidiary in the 
country this year. 
  iThink, an independent digital agency in Sao 
Paulo, became majority owned by US-based 
international marketing and technology agency 
SapientNitro this year. Foster, F.biz and  
Gringo are a group of Brazilian digital  
agencies that were snapped by WPP during 
2011 and 2012. DPZ, an established  
independent creative agency, was bought by 
Publicis in 2011. 
  Investors are also keeping a close eye on 
locally grown agencies. Hedge fund Kinea 
agreed to spend US$84m on a 20% stake in 
Grupo ABC, one of Brazil’s fastest growing 
agencies, earlier this year.  
  
Digital media  
A study by digital-media measurement  
specialist comScore concluded Brazilians’ 
consumption of online media, mobile media, 
social media and e-commerce grew in 2012.  
  Brazil was the seventh biggest Internet  
market worldwide in 2012 with more than 46 
million visitors who were 15 years old and  
older. Online retailer Dafiti.com.br recorded 25 
billion ad impressions last year, making it the 
largest display advertiser.  
  Google’s YouTube was the biggest video-
sharing website in terms of reach, followed by 
the online music-video service Vevo. And  
Facebook was the fastest growing social-
media network, reporting 44 million unique 
visitors in December 2012, a 22% jump from 
the same month in 2011.  
  Social Bakers estimates that Brazil is  
Facebook’s third largest market by number of 
users after the US and India.  
  In the competitive social-media sector,  
Facebook overtook Google subsidiary Orkut, 
the long-established market leader, in 2011 for 
the first time. According to research company 
eMarketer, the number of Facebook users will 
grow from 7.3 million users (15.4% of total 
social-media users and 10% of total Internet 
users) in 2010 to 69.2 million users (87.3% of 
social media users and 71% of Internet users)  
in 2014. Although not as fast as Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google Plus and Tumblr  
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are the other international social-media brands 
making inroads.  
  E-commerce operators are expected to use 
social media to sell products and services 
linked to the coming 2014 FIFA World Cup 
and 2016 Olympics. This is expected to boost 
the e-commerce sector to more than US$27m 
in revenues by 2016, from almost US$20m 
this year. 
  Another set of growing services available via 
digital media will be the web portals/Internet 
service providers that first introduced online 
content to the country.  
  The market leader is UOL (founded by Grupo 
Folha in 1996 and currently controlled by  
private company Folhapar); the publicly traded 
Terra is part of Telefonica, the Spanish multi-
national telecoms group; web portal  
Globo.com is part of the Globo Organisation’s 
media conglomerate; and iG (Internet Group) 
was acquired by Oi, the largest telecoms 
group, for US$100m in 2004.  
  Brazil is home to the growing next-generation 
of innovative media technology. This can be 
seen in some of the high-profile emerging start
-ups. They include the popular app store Sao 
Paulo-based Predicta; the online-advertising 
network Boo-Box; the fashion blogging site 
F*Hits; and the country’s biggest social-games 
developer Vostu, which is described as 
Brazil’s Zynga. 
  Vostu’s most popular games include Mini 
Fazenda. In terms of originality, Vostu recently 
won praise for installing a digital-radio service 
on its website enabling gamers to listen to  
music while playing games.  
 
Telecoms 
The adoption of wireless mobile devices has 
been so rapid, Anatel, the country’s telecom-
munications regulator, predicts Brazil will have 
1 billion mobile broadband accesses, 70  
million fixed-broadband connections and 40 
million cable-TV subscriptions by the year 
2022. Rio de Janeiro-headquartered Oi is the 
largest telecommunications group in Brazil 
and the second biggest in Latin America. It 
was created in 1998 as a result of the merger 
of the local state telephony operations. 
  It currently has 22 million fixed-line telephone 
customers, 32 million mobile-phone subscrib-
ers and 4 million high-speed Internet custom-
ers. It also offers Wi-Fi services, an online-
music subscription service and operates a pay
-TV platform. It is a publicly quoted company 
in which Portugal Telecom has a 22.4% stake. 
  But Oi is also in financial trouble with debts of 
more than US$12bn. Yet, it continues to invest 
in the next-generation networks to stay ahead 
of the competition. Oi is one of the leading 

sponsors of next year’s FIFA World Cup. 
  Embratel, part of Mexico’s Telmex group,  
is the second largest telecommunications 
company. 
  The four leading wireless operators are  
Telefonica’s Vivo, with a 28.8% market share, 
according to telecoms service provider Teleco; 
Telecom Italia subsidiary TIM (26.98% market 
share), Claro (part of the Mexico’s America 
Movil empire with a 25.11% share) and Oi’s 
mobile unit (18.74%). 
  Other telecommunication services include 
Global Village Telecom (GVT), a subsidiary of 
French media conglomerate Vivendi. Vivendi 
has been seeking to sell GVT to focus on its 
international creative-industry businesses and 
French telecoms group SFR.   
  In April, Brazil saw the first high-speed 4G 
wireless network rolled out. The government 
and regulator Anatel have pledged to make 
4G services fully operation by the time the 
2014 World Cup kicks off next June.  
  Their success of the 4G services is  
imperative to the future health of the mobile-
telecoms sector. The mobile-telecoms  
services have been attacked by investors for 
being hampered by bureaucracy and by  
consumer groups for the poor quality of the 
reception signals. 
  A healthy mobile-telephony sector guaran-
tees quality mobile broadband Internet, which 
is key to the future growth of the country’s  
digital media and entertainment sectors.  
 
Music 
IFPI, the international recorded-music industry 
trade organisation, estimates that Brazil is the 
world’s eighth biggest music market. In terms 
of digital-music sales, it is the world’s 12th  
biggest. Yet, it is not really big as the market 
has only 2% of the total global sales compared 
to the US and Japan’s share of 27% each.  
  Still, the land that introduced the world to the 
samba and the Bossa Nova music genres now 
boasts a new generation of contemporary  
musical acts. Michel Telo, Gilberto Gil,  
Caetano Veloso, Milton Nascimento, Gaby 
Amarantos, Lucas Santtana, Graveola, Luan 
Santana, Paula Fernandes, and MC Anitta are 
among the veteran and contemporary big-
selling music artists in the country.  
  New local acts getting international attention 
are Sao Paulo rock band CSS; Salvador,  
Bahia-born Pitty (real name Priscilla Novaes 
Leone); rap band OQuadro, soul rapper  
Ocriolo and the electro/hip-hop band Os  
Nelsons, among others.  
  Total recorded-music sales in Brazil rose 
nearly 9% to US$257m, according to IFPI 
(although PwC estimates recorded-music 
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generated US$391). But while IFPI says sales 
of physical recordings (CDs and vinyl) fell to 
US$159.5m from US$177.3m in 2011, digital-
music sales soared to US$70.2m from 
US$38.7m during the same period.  
  The share of performance-rights revenues 
(from recorded music licensed to be played in 
public places) remains a fraction of total  
record-music sales, but it is growing. It rose to 
US$24m from US$18.5m in 2011. The  
collection of income generated from the  
synchronisation of music (when used in  
advertising, websites, movies and TV shows) 
started in only 2010. Synchronisation brought 
in a modest US$3.5m in 2012, but it is growing 
(from only US$1m in 2010).  
  Music downloads accounted for 63% of total 
digital sales in 2008. Mobile-distributed music 
(including ringtones), ad-funded music  
services, and subscription-based music  
services shared the remainder. By 2012, ad-
supported services represented 27%, followed 
by subscriptions (26%), downloads accounted 
for 24%, while mobile music had a 23% share. 
  In 2012, Ai Se Eu Te Pego made Michel Telo 
the first solo artist from Brazil to hit the US’ 
Billboard Top 100 singles charts in 50 years. It 
sold more than 7 million units, making it the 
sixth best-selling single globally in 2012. 
  Sales of 40,000 units or more of a domestic 
recording lead to a certification for a Gold 
Disc. A Platinum Disc is awarded for sales of 
80,000 units or more, while 300,000-plus units 
are rewarded with a Diamond Disc.  
  For international repertoire, a Gold Disc is 
given for a recording that sells 20,000 units or 
more, followed by 40,000 units or more for 
Platinum, and 160,000-plus units for a  
Diamond Disc. 
  Figures from IPSOS MediaCT indicate 86% 
of Brazilians (mostly early adopters) with 
smartphones listened to music at least once a 
month in 2012. This compared with 85% in 
South Korea, 59% in the US, 55% in the UK 
and 46% in Japan. 
  A localised version of Vevo, the international 
music-video channel co-owned by Universal 
Music Group and Sony Music Entertainment, 
is available via the desktop Internet and  
mobile apps in Brazil. There are plans to  
extend Vevo’s availability to Microsoft’s video-
games console Xbox 360. Vevo is among the 
legitimate digital-music services currently 
available in Brazil where illegal pirated music 
is widely available.  
  Other legitimate international online-music 
platforms in the country include Deezer, 
iTunes, Nokia Music, rara.com, Rdio, 
YouTube, Xbox Music. Services offered by 
local distributors include UOL Megastore, TIM  

Music Store, Mundo Oi, Global Village  
Telecom’s Power Music Club, and Mercado da 
Musica, iMusica, and Kappamakki Digital 
(which distributes music to mobile handsets, 
online and to e-book readers). 
  Apple’s iTunes has cornered about 25% of 
the local music sales. Its success reassured 
the music industry that consumers in piracy-
ridden Brazil were prepared to pay for their 
music.  
  A recent rival to iTunes in Brazil is Cricket 
Wireless’ Muve Music, a downloadable-music 
service available to subscribers of the TIM 
telecoms service. 
  The three multinational major record labels, 
Universal Music Group/EMI Music, Warner 
Music Group and Sony Music, have significant 
presences in Brazil. The leading local inde-
pendent labels include Globo’s Som Livre, MK 
Music, Deck Disc, Building Records, Atracao 
Fonografica and ST2 Music. 
  Last year’s best-selling recorded-music  
artists were dominated by local artists, who 
included Paula Fernandes, Catholic priest  
Padre Marcelo Rossi and the Grammy-award 
winning Roberto Carlos. Adele’s album, 21, 
was the only English-language album in 
Brazil’s Top 10 albums in 2012. 
  Brazil also has a thriving music-publishing 
sector administering the rights of local and 
international songwriters and composers. In 
addition to the local offices of the major pub-
lishing groups, Warner/Chappell, Sony/ATV, 
Universal Music Publishing Group, and EMI 
Music Publishing, there are the local players.    
  Among them are Basement Brazil Editora 
Musical Ltda, Sigem (Sistema Globo de 
Edições Musicais Ltda), Gemini Editora e 
Eventos Musicais Ltda, Peermusic Do Brasil 
Edições Musicais Ltda, and Milagro Prod E 
Ediçoes Ltda.  
  Radio remains the most effective way to  
promote music nationally, according to a  
report by the Brazilian Music Exchange. The 
most listened to radio networks include the 
public-service station Radio Cultura, the 
Bandeirantes Group’s Radio Bandeirantes, the 
state-owned Radio Nacional and the Globo 
Organisation’s Globo Radio.  
  The 3,000 or so commercial FM, AM and 
short-wave stations are dominated by the  
Globo Organisation, the RBS Group, Rede 
Sucesso, and the Bandeirantes Group. 
 
Live music 
Electronic dance music has gained massive 
ground in the domestic music business in re-
cent years. Forbes magazine reports that  
Brazilians spent more thanUS$515m on elec-
tronic-music recordings and concerts in 2011.  
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  In the same year, music tourists spent  
another US$626m on related activities, such 
as restaurants, drinks, and music tourists’  
hotel accommodation. DJs who played gigs in 
the country walked away with a staggering 
US$57m-plus in payment that year, while 
sponsors were happy to spend US$270m to 
be associated with the genre. 
  Electronic dance music has contributed to 
the thriving live-music business in Brazil. In 
addition to the music performed during  
carnivals like the annual Carnival of Brazil, 
held around Ash Wednesday during February, 
popular-music festivals are very popular.  
  They are led by Rock in Rio festival, which 
takes place at Rio de Janeiro this year. Each 
edition of the festival has been known to  
attract between 700,000 and 1.2 million. The 
headline acts during seven days over 13-22 
September include Bruce Springsteen,  
Beyoncé, Muse, Justin Timberlake, Metallica 
and Bon Jovi. 
  The Rock in Rio brand is has grown so 
strong, it has localised editions overseas,  
including Lisbon, Madrid, and Buenos Aires. 
There are talks to introduce the event to  
Germany, Peru and Turkey. Its promoter IMX 
Live has pledged to invest US$350m into  
creating a global brand with off-shoot events.  
  These include the US$5.2m Rock in Rio  
musical, which opened in Rio de Janeiro in 
January and moved on to Sao Paulo in June 
until August. Future ambitions include taking 
the musical on an international tour, including 
Las Vegas.  
  Other hit Brazilian music festivals are  
Lollapalooza, plus SWU (Starts With You) Mu-
sic & Arts Festival, Planeta Terra Festival, 
Monsters of Rock, and Sonar Sao Paulo.  
  The indoors dance-music event Sensation, 
which takes place in numerous countries  
annually, was staged at Anhembi Parque in 
Sao Paulo in June this year. 
  However, PwC argues that the pending 2014 
FIFA World Cup competition and the 2016 
Summer Olympic Games could hurt small  
outdoor music shows as sponsors and  
consumer spend will be distracted away by the 
sports events. 
 
Live-entertainment promoters 
The live-shows market is very competitive in 
Brazil. More players are entering the field to 
compete against market leaders like Time For 
Fun (T4F) Entertainment. The company hosts 
music, theatre and sport events.  
  T4F, Brazil’s leading live-entertainment pro-
moter and the world’s third largest after Live 
Nation and AEG Live, generated Real694m in 
revenues during 2012, a 14% increase from  

the previous year, and Real95m, which how-
ever represented a 49% slump in gross profits.  
  The company sold 2.7 million tickets for 
1,160 events last year, compared to the higher 
2.9 million tickets sold for 1,226 events in 
2011. It attributed the profit decrease to a fall 
in outdoor concerts and increase in  
productions costs.   
  Last year, T4F acquired the lease to the live-
events venue Chevrolet Hall in Belo Horizonte. 
Its other venues are Credicard Hall in Sao 
Paulo, Teatro Renault also in Sao Paulo,  
Citibank Hall in Rio de Janeiro, and Opera Citi 
in Buenos Aires (Argentina). US-based Live 
Nation, the world’s biggest concert promoter, 
has formed a partnership with T4F.  
  The competing concert and live-
entertainment promoters in the market include 
XYZ Live, which is partly owned by Latin 
American entertainment company Evenpro. 
XYZ Live organised Alicia Keys’ first touring 
concert in Brazil in August this year. 
XYZ Live organised Alicia Keys’ first touring 
concert in Brazil in August this year.  
  Rival IMX Live is a joint venture of US-based 
international sports-and-entertainment talent 
agency IMG Worldwide and billionaire Eike 
Batista’s industrial conglomerate EBX Group. 
IMX owns 50% of Rock World, the company 
behind the Rock in Rio music festivals. 
  IMX became the topic of hot debate last  
December when it lured away Cirque du  
Soleil, the pioneering Canadian contemporary 
circus-cum-street entertainment company, 
from T4F. But in the competitive sector, T4F is 
fighting back. It recently formed an alliance 
with C3, the US-based organiser of the  
Lollapalooza festivals, to promote Lolla Brazil. 
The arrangement took that contract away from 
competitor GEO, a subsidiary of the Globo 
Organisation, which had co-hosted Lolla Brazil 
since 2011. 
  Artists cannot ignore Brazil as part of their 
international tour itinerary. The potential in-
come in such a large, albeit struggling, econo-
my, is huge. But the events’ organisers face a 
series of challenges.    
  A promoter preparing an artist for a Brazilian 
tour is confronted with the logistics of over-
coming difficult terrain when transporting stage 
equipment from one major city to another. The 
country is very well equipped with stadiums for 
the mega events and shows. But the availabil-
ity of medium to small-size arenas is poor.  
  This makes it difficult to find appropriate  
venues for up-and-coming stars on the brink of 
long-term success, who outnumber the big-
name acts that can fill stadiums. And the law 
gives full-time students significant discounts to 
live shows, making it difficult for promoters to 
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rely on popular-music shows (which are  
attended mostly by young people) to boost  
revenues. 
 
3D resurrection 
A sign of the adventurous spirit within Brazil’s 
live-music business could be seen on 29 June 
at the new Mane Garrincha National Stadium.  
  Renato Russo, the Brazilian punk rebel and 
mega rock star who died nearly 17 years ago, 
was bought back to life by 3D holographic 
technology that day during a rock spectacular 
in Brasilia. It was the same technology that 
‘resurrected’ the dead American rapper Tupac 
Shakur for a performance at the US’  
Coachella Festival last year.  
  In front of an estimated 50,000 fans at the 
stadium, a 3D life-like image of the Brazilian 
singer sang with the country’s Orchestra of the 
Teatro Nacional de Brasilia. 
  The technology and organisation of the show 
was handled by UK-based 3D  
digital-experience specialist Holition and US-
based digital visual-arts studio V Squared 
Labs. The two companies joined forces with 
Russo’s estate and his son Giuliano 
Manfredini to create Russo’s concert  
hologram. 
 
Sports 
An indication of Brazilians’ devotion to the 
game of soccer could be seen during the final 
of the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup. The 
Brazilian Tourism Board (Embratur) estimates 
that the event, which took place during 15-30 
June, generated more than US$329m from 
local and foreign tourists, FIFA delegates,  
participating teams, and indirect benefits. 
  More than 41 million Brazilians watched the 
TV coverage of the final between Brazil and 
Spain (who happen to be the current World 
Cup holders) on TV Globo (36.7 million) and 
Bandeirantes (5 million-plus); experts say that 
amounted to 50% more than the audience for 
the South Africa World Cup final in 2010. 
  There is not a business sector in the world 
that does not hope to exploit the pending two 
major sporting events in Brazil: the FIFA 
World Cup soccer competition next year, and 
the next Summer Olympic Games, which will 
be hosted by Rio de Janeiro.  
  The International Olympic Committee select-
ed Rio de Janeiro in 2007.  
  FIFA, the Brazilian Football Association, the 
Brazilian Association of Infrastructure and 
Basic Industry, and Ministry of Sports selected 
12 Brazilian cities for holding the matches. 
  Of the participating 12 venues, five are new: 
Arena Pantanal (capacity 42,968 at the city of 
Cuiaba; Arena Amazonia (capacity 42,374)    

in the city of Manaus; Arena das Dunas 
(capacity 42,086) at Natal; in the city of  
Curitiba is Arena da Baixada (43,900), and 
Arena da Sao Paulo (68,000) in Sao Paulo.  
  Another six are old venues that have been 
upgraded. They are Arena Fonte Nova in  
Salvador, Arena Pernambuco in Recife,  
Estadio Beira-Rio in Porto Alegre, Estadio 
Mineirao in Belo Horizonte, Rio-based Estadio 
do Maracana, and Fortaleza’s Estadio  
Castelao. Estadio Nacional Mane Garrincha, 
originally built in 1974, was demolished in 
2010 and has been totally rebuilt into a 72,888
-capacity stadium. The all-winners FIFA  
Confederations Cup competition, usually  
held in the country in the year before it  
hosts the World Cup, took place in Brazil.  
And the Brazilian national football team won 
the competition.  
  Next year, about 500,000 tourists are predict-
ed to visit Brazil as football fans or tourists 
who want to share the excitement arrive for 
the World Cup. The tournament takes place 
from 12 June to 13 July. 
  Brazil’s performance in the Olympic Games 
has not been strong. The country has partici-
pated in 21 Summer Olympics and six Winter 
Games since 1920 and won 23 gold medals 
during that period (by comparison, the United 
States has participated in 47 Summer and 
Winter Games and won 1,063 gold medals). 
  Formula 1 (F1) Grand Prix motor racing is 
also very popular with Brazilians, thanks  
largely to the legendary achievements of the 
late Ayrton Senna, who won the championship 
three times and won F1 races 41 times.  
Before him was Nelson Piquet, who also won 
the championship three times and won 23 
races. Brazil has been on the F1 calendar 
since 1972 and, currently, the Brazilian F1 
race takes place at the Autodromo Jose  
Carlos Pace circuit in the Sao Paulo district  
of Interlagos.  
  Brazil is No. 1 in the 2013 FIVB 
(International Federation of Volleyball) 
World Rankings for men, No. 2 in the women’s 
rankings and No. 1 in the FIVB World League.    
  Brazil has a decent track record in tennis with 
Maria Esther Bueno being the first woman to 
win all four Grand Slams in the women’s  
doubles in one year (1960); while Gustavo  
Kuerten picked up France’s Roland Garros 
title three times in 1997, 2000 and 2001.  
 
Games 
Brazil accounts for about one-third of the video
-games business in Latin America, making it 
the second biggest market in Latin America 
after Mexico and the world’s 15th biggest. The 
National Gamers Society estimates there are  
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40 million gamers in Brazil. 
  The obstacles to Brazil’s potential faster 
growth are the high import taxes that make the 
required hardware and consoles too expen-
sive even for the average games addict. The 
consoles prices can be more than 50% higher 
than the price in the US.  
  Moreover, the national distribution of import-
ed consoles is hindered by the country’s  
difficult geographical terrain. Apart from the 
major urban centres, transportation to other 
parts of the country is problematic. Credit-card 
usage is limited, which means these expen-
sive consoles have to be paid for in cash. 
  Consequently, console and PC video games 
are among the most pirated entertainment 
software in the country. The weak copyright 
law encourages pirates to find ways to disable 
the technology that prevents illegal copying of 
video games.  
  There are several hubs in the cities, such as 
the Santa Ifigenia Street market in Sao Paulo 
where even pen-sized memory sticks are used 
to sell several large files of computer and  
video games. This also means the gamers are 
able to exchange or purchase ‘second-hand’ 
games that someone else has already played, 
making the pirates more flexible in their 
‘business models’ compared to their legitimate 
counterparts.  
  As things stand, PwC calculates that the 
games sector, including console, PC, social 
and mobile games, generated US$412m in 
Brazil last year, and predicts it will grow at an 
average annual rate of 14% to more than 
US$800m in 2017. 
  The vast majority of the revenues will be from 
consumer-spend and only US$43m from in-
game advertising in 2017.  
  Digital games are also easier to pay for via 
monthly subscriptions or micro-transactions on 
social-media websites. This makes them less 
vulnerable to piracy.  
  The growth rate for online and mobile games, 
especially the free-to-play genre, is expected 
to be faster (nearly 20% annual growth rate) 
because they are cheaper to produce and 
easier to access in a country where the  
penetration of smartphones and tablets is  
accelerating.  
  Valve Corporation, the US digital-games  
development giant, has introduced a localised 
version of Steam, its digital-games distribution 
platform, to Brazil. Smaller Brazilian develop-
ers can create digital games to upload on to 
Steam to sell or distribute to players. Steam’s 
locally originated rivals include the Xogo  
Gaming Network and Nuuvem.  
  PwC predicts that the technology inside the 
next-generation games consoles will be too  

sophisticated for pirates to hack. This will help 
boost revenues from future games consoles 
and, analysts predict, could enable Brazil to 
overtake Mexico as the biggest Latin  
American games market.  
  Sony Computer Entertainment (SCE) is  
responding to the potential prospects by  
manufacturing its PlayStation 3 consoles in 
Brazil for the first time starting this year. SCE 
is working with games developer Rockstar 
Games to create a local-language version of 
Grand Theft Auto (GTA) V, the latest in the 
GTA series that comes out in September. 
  SCE is not the only international games  
console maker or publisher with local offices  
in Brazil. Disney Interactive Studios,  
Electronic Arts, Ubisoft, and Microsoft with its 
Xbox 360 console already have some  
presence in the country. One of the most influ-
ential local publishers is Gamemaxx, which 
distributes console and massively multiplayer 
online games.  
  Leading Brazilian developers include  
Decadium Studios, Riachuelo Games, Give 
Me Five Entertainment Group, Ludema Game 
Studio, and Uplay Mobile.  
 
Copyright  
Brazil is a signatory to various international 
copyright treaties. These include the 1886 
Berne Convention, and 1961 Rome  
Convention and the 1996 TRIPS Agreement. 
But it is still not a member of the more up-to-
date and digital media-friendly 1996 WIPO 
Performances and Phonograms Treaty and 
1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty. 
 
Copyright: Piracy 
The country has one of the world’s worst  
records in copyright piracy. In 2013, Brazil  
remains on the Watch List of the US’ Interna-
tional Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA). The 
alliance lobbies for the protection of US copy-
righted works around the world. 
  According to the IIPA 2013 report, Brazil’s 
national copyright law needs to be updated. 
There are currently various proposals being 
discussed by Congress, but nothing has been 
adopted, let alone come into effect. 
  The enforcement of the copyright legislation 
to combat criminal activities is virtually non-
existent. This is despite a recent initiative 
called City Free of Piracy, which was designed 
to propel local law-enforcement authorities 
and the police in various cities to treat the sale 
of copyrighted goods as a serious crime that 
harms the country’s economy.  
  The majority of Brazilians take for granted 
websites that infringe copyright by selling 
downloadable music, movies and TV shows  
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without permission. In fact, more than 40% of 
the country’s Internet users could be classified 
as pirates as their activities are rampant,  
experts say.  
  The most notorious websites that encourage 
illegal downloads include Musicas para Baixar, 
3000filmes.com and baixedetudo.com. In 
2011, a study commissioned by the Motion 
Picture Association of America (MPAA)  
estimated that piracy lost Brazil’s economy 
US$4bn-plus, and the cost it 92,000 jobs that 
could have been created or safeguarded. 
  The situation is exacerbated by peer-to-peer 
(P2P) file-sharing and off-shore cyberlockers, 
which require sophisticated technologies to 
counter their ability operate illegal online  
operations without detection. Last year, the 
Entertainment Software Association ranked 
Brazil the second worst pirated country in the 
world when it comes to illegal P2P activities. 
  The camcording of movies at cinemas before 
they are sold as DVDs or uploaded on to the 
Internet is another widespread illegal  
business. In 2012, the number of MPAA  
companies (including Hollywood studios) 
whose movies were recorded illegally in  
Brazilian cinema theatres rose 19% from the 
year before.  
  The IIPA is recommending the modernisation 
of the law. It is keen for the Marco Civil da  
Internet draft bill to be signed by Congress as 
soon as possible. Designed to guarantee that 
the Internet is a safe place for doing business, 
the Marco Civil bill was first published in 2009. 
But it has been revised several times. And 
although it was due to be voted on late last 
year, it remains in limbo.  
  The IIPA is equally urging law-enforcement 
authorities and the judiciary to be educated 
about enforcement measures. The planned 
National Council to Combat Piracy and Intel-
lectual Property Crimes (CNCP) needs to be 
given the required resources.  
  High-level pirates earning vast sums of  
money from piracy must be seen to be  
penalised severely so that the public appreci-
ates the severity of the crimes. 
  Brazilians need to be educated to understand 

that online piracy slows down economic 
growth by undermining the development of 
legitimate e-commerce services. 
 
Copyright: ECAD 
ECAD is Brazil’s royalties collecting society. It 
collects and distributes royalties for authors 
(songwriters, composers and lyricists) and 
neighbouring rights (producers and perform-
ers). This is rare as most countries have  
separate organisations collecting the royalties 
for the two different types of rights.  
  Experts interpret the structure to mean that 
ECAD imposes a stronghold on all the  
royalties collected. It does this by controlling 
the allocation of the revenues among member 
societies. They are ABRAMUS (Brazilian  
Association for the Music and Arts), AMAR 
(Association of Maestros, Arrangers and  
Musicians), SBACEM (Brazilian Association of 
Music Writers, Composers and Authors), 
SICAM (Independent Society of Music Authors 
and Composers), SOCINPRO (Brazilian  
Society for the Administration and Protection 
of Intellectual Rights) and UBC (Brazilian  
Association of Composers), which are full 
members.  
  ABRAC (Brazilian Association of Authors, 
Composers, Performers and Musicians), 
ANACIM (National Association of Authors, 
Composers, Performers and Musicians),  
ASSIM (Musicians and Performers  
Association) and SADEMBRA (Managing  
Society of Music Copyright in Brazil) are  
associate members. The complex structure of 
the collecting societies and the lack of trans-
parency have been criticised by copyright 
owners.  
  This came to a head last year when a Senate 
investigation led to 15 ECAD officials being 
indicted for fraudulent crimes, including  em-
bezzlement and price-fixing.  
  According to technology-news website  
Arstechnica.com, rights owners never saw 
76% of royalties collected. Since the indict-
ments, legislation has been proposed to over-
haul ECAD to prevent similar abuses of trust. 
MTF  
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Nitin Sawhney:  
THE Q&A SESSIONS  

 
The British multi-instrumentalist, composer,  

and producer has made it big in the rock, pop, and classical-music  
worlds without  relying on hits in the CD or download sales charts.  

While talking about the cultural influences on his work  
and his influence on others, he explains how 
 creativity and commercialism sync for him 

Nitin Sawhney is a rare phenomenon 
in the music creative industries. The 
awards-lauded British musician, produc-
er and composer openly takes risks, is 
not pigeon-holed to a specific genre, and 
has not needed to play the celebrity card 
or rely on chart hits to be commercially 
successful. 
  An acclaimed flamenco guitarist, a 
classical-jazz pianist, an electronic-
dance music DJ, and a radio DJ on the 
BBC’s Radio 2 national station in Britain, 
Sawhney’s output ranges from populist 
sounds to full-blown orchestral works 
with maverick fusions  
influenced by his Indian 
heritage along the way.  
  He has scored music for 
more than 50 audio-visual 
works, including films 
(Mira Nair’s The Name-
sake; Hollywood’s The Men 
Who Stare at Goats), TV 
(BBC’s The Human Planet; 
Channel 4’s Second Gener-
ation), ads (Yves Saint 
Laurent; Nike), games 
(Ninja Theory’s Heavenly 
Sword and its sequel), and 
stage shows for UK theatre 
group Complicité, British choreographer 
Akram Khan, the Royal Ballet of China 
and Canadian entertainment group 
Cirque du Soleil. 
  He has produced or collaborated with 
the Who’s Who in contemporary pop, 
including Paul McCartney, Sting, Brian 
Eno, Shakira, Taio Cruz, Ellie Goulding, 
and Imogen Heap. He has also worked 
with the London Symphony Orchestra. 

  He recently finished producing Traces 
of You, the new album from Anoushka 
Shankar (daughter of revered sitar play-
er and guru to the Beatles Ravi Shankar, 
and sister of Grammy Award-winning 
singer-songwriter Norah Jones), which 
comes out on the Deutsche Grammo-
phon label later this year. As Anoushka 
says in an interview for Sinfini Music: 
“Nitin has extensive experience with 
merging diverse musical genres to  
create a coherent logical whole.” 
  An artist in his own right, the prolific 
Sawhney is currently signed to Universal 

Music 
Publish-
ing 
Group. 
He also 
travels 
the 
world 
perform-
ing live 
con-
certs; 
this 
ranges 
from 
conduct-

ing the Singapore Festival Orchestra and 
playing at Toronto’s Luminato festival in 
2011 to the show promoting his new  
album OneZero at London’s Roundhouse 
venue this June. 
  Such credentials made it understanda-
ble when two respected independent 
music labels, UK-based Cherry Red  
Records and Metropolis Recordings, 
swiftly jumped on board when Sawhney  
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audaciously wanted to produce and rec-
ord his new album OneZero. It is going 
down in history as the music industry’s 
first direct-to-disc album in 35 years. 
  Released on 24 June, the master  
recording’s direct-to-disc meant the  
album was cut live at Metropolis’ London 
studios straight to disc. Led by 
Sawhney, the musicians’ performances 
on the 17 tracks had to be error-free, 
feature no computerised cosmetics, and 
the slightest mistake meant everyone 
had to start from scratch. Contributors 
included soul singer-songwriter Joss 
Stone as a guest artist. 
  In addition to CDs, the album is availa-
ble in 1,000 limited deluxe boxset  
editions on vinyl, a format that Sawhney 
believes is making a comeback. 
  Furthermore, OneZero previews some 
of the music on his 10th studio album, 
which is scheduled for release next year 
and currently has the working title  
Dystopian Dream. 
  Among the accolades recognising his 
eclectic but accessible talent over the 
years are nominations for the Mercury 
Music Prize, the BAFTA Awards, and the 
Ivor Novello Awards. He has nabbed 
prizes for the MOBO Awards, the BBC 
Radio 3 Awards, the UK Asian Music 
Awards and South Bank Show Award.  
  His work commitments include being 
on the board of trustees at Somerset 
House, the London-based home to  
several arts institutions, art exhibitions 
and live shows. 
  A strong advocate of music education, 
Sawhney is involved in grassroots com-
munities and education establishments 
that encourage the love and creation of 
music among young people. 
  Last October, he was the guest  
interviewee at a London event hosted by 
BASCA (the British Academy of Song-
writers, Composers and Authors) and 
Diaspora, the UK government-supported 
foundation promoting music and creativ-
ity among the BAME (Black, Asian and 
Minority Ethnic) community.  
  The venue at London’s Institute of 
Contemporary Music Performance was 
packed with students from all communi-
ties eager to discover more about 
Sawhney. 
  They wanted to know how he went 
from dropping out of law school,  

completing a degree in accountancy, 
performing as a radio comedy actor to 
being one of the world’s handful of  
commercially successful contemporary 
“musicians’ musicians”. 
 
  In this edition of the MTF Q&A  
Session, Sawhney talks about his next 
studio album, the joy of taking creative 
risks, the sharks in the music business, 
the impact of growing up as an Asian 
minority in Britain, and how he has been 
inspired by his hero Nelson Mandela.  
 
MTF: The direct-to-disc recording on 
the new OneZero album is pretty 
risky; were you ever worried you 
might not find the musicians with 
the required skills in today’s com-
puter-driven industry? 
 
Sawhney: I am very lucky in that the 
musicians I work with are amongst the 
best I have come across in their respec-
tive fields. They are meticulous, precise 
and yet full of raw emotion in their  
playing abilities and musicianship. The 
singers are all just as exceptional so I 
felt completely reassured by the  skill of 
everyone around me. I’ve been lucky 
that way. 
 
MTF: How different is your next  
studio album creatively from the 
previous ones? 
 
Sawhney: My next studio album is go-
ing to be called Dystopian Dream. Each 
album I make is like a diary entry and 
full of catharsis so they are all unique 
and different by default. I am already 
feeling a great deal of inspiration for the 
coming album. The last few months 
have been particularly emotional and 
overwhelming. I need to put that down 
in music.  
 
MTF: You’ve worked with a wide va-
riety of artists in different genres; 
are you able to do so because you 
are flexible or are you renowned for 
specific skills that are in demand? 

Sawhney: I have been blessed not only 
in working with great musicians for 
many years but also in  cont...Page 32 
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the collaborations that have come my 
way. Having worked extensively as a 
composer for film, television, dance, 
theatre, videogames and, having fre-
quently produced albums for others as 
well as my own, I guess I inevitably 
stumble across a huge diversity of unbe-
lievable talent. You could say I stumble 
a lot! 
 
MTF: At a recent interview at  
London’s Institute of Contemporary 
Music Performance, you emphasised 
the influence of your Asian roots on 
your work; why is that vital to you 
and your audience? 
 
Sawhney: I can't say that my heritage 
is vital to my audience. I'm not sure 
whether that is true or not but I guess 
we are all a combination, as human  
beings, of our context and heritage. I 
guess I'm no different. As someone of 
Asian descent growing up in Britain I 
encountered many harsh realities when I 
was young that forced me to address my 
identity. I think a lot of those early ex-
periences found their way into my work. 
 
MTF: You are a champion of music 
education; why do you feel that is 
important to a person’s general  
education; and do you think it is  
essential to the music industry?  

Sawhney: Music is the best teacher I 
ever had. Through musical expression 
you can very quickly assess whether a 
musician is being authentic or not. That 
means all boundaries and masks come 
away. You can really hear it if someone 
is being false in the way they express 
themselves. Music is essentially the 
deepest voice of emotional catharsis and 
reveals our true identity. Subsequently, 
you have to leave all your prejudices 
and preconceptions at the door if you 
want to explore the world of music to its 
full extent. That in itself is the greatest 
education. 
 
MTF: Does your approach to creating 
music vary depending on the plat-
form, from studio recording to 
dance theatre, film scores and video
-game soundtracks? 

Sawhney: I try to look at each project I 
undertake as the first and most  
important of my life. If you are 100% 
committed to your work, then you will 
find the appropriately unique vocabulary 
of sounds and composition to accompa-
ny the idea and vision of yourself and 
your collaborators. I think identifying the 
specific feeling of each project is the fun 
part. Sometimes I do that through  
experimentation with instruments and 
sometimes through conversation but I 
think if you are trying to find something 
truly special you often need to suspend 
your ego and really think about what's 
going on. 
 
MTF: At a time when earning a living 
from music seems to be at its tough-
est ever, what advice would you 
give aspiring music acts who are 
multi-genre and multi-
instrumentalists, especially when 
protecting their copyright? 
 
Sawhney: I would say it's very  
important even if you have a lawyer or a 
manager to familiarise yourself with 
terms of contracts. There are a lot of 
sharks out there and musicians are 
amongst the most creatively vulnerable 
people. 
 
MTF: Nelson Mandela is mentioned 
in the biography on your website; 
what did you do for the great man?  
 
Sawhney: Ha ha. I very much doubt 
that I did a great deal for him. I was 
lucky enough to meet him at his own 
home in Johannesburg. I interviewed 
him at length - one on one - having just 
read his  autobiography The Long Walk 
to Freedom. He was such a humble and 
vibrant man. It occurred to me as I 
spoke to him that no one in our lifetime 
has seen so much of power and  
oppression. This is a man who spent 27 
years in jail for a just cause and became  
president of a nation immediately after 
regaining his freedom. If that isn't  
inspiring to come across I don't know 
what is. I think some of my best work 
came out of that single magical conver-
sation. MTF  
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 THE CREATIVE CORPORATE 

PROFILE 
Activision Blizzard, US/Global 

sister creative-content companies at Vivendi 
profit-wise. 
  UMG, even including EMI Music (the rival mu-
sic group it acquired last year), reported a pre-
tax profit of €525m (US$689.9m) while Canal 
Plus yielded €663m (US$871m) in profit. 
  By additionally sitting on investments and hard 
cash worth US$4.3bn, Activision Blizzard was 
the golden egg in Vivendi’s nest of creative busi-
nesses. By selling most of its stake in the 
games group, Vivendi will be able to cut down 
its debts of €$13.2bn (US$17.5bn) and boost 
the dividends paid out to investors.  
  An alternative solution would have been to sell 
its complete stake Activision Blizzard. But evi-
dence indicates the French group does not want 
to get rid of its games business totally. Activision 
Blizzard has a capitalisation value of about 
US$15bn-US$17bn on the US’ NASDAQ stock 
exchange and, under Kotick’s stewardship, it 
promises to maintain the high value for a while 
to come. 
  Vivendi had already showed its appreciation 
for Kotick’s skills. For making the games group 
the alpha dog in the US$78bn global video-
games publishing sector (including mobile and 
social games), Activision Blizzard Kotick was 
rewarded in 2012 with US$65m in a combina-
tion of salary and shares.  
  This represented an estimated eight-fold  
increase from the previous year, according to 
Bloomberg’s analysis. Kotick’s challenge is to 
ensure the company stays on top as DFC Intelli-
gence predicts the global value of the games 
business will shoot up to US$82bn by 2017. 
 
Historical background 
Activision Blizzard was formed in 2008 after the 
US-based Activision merged with France-based 
Vivendi Games (at that time, a subsidiary of the 
Vivendi conglomerate). After the merger, Viven-
di became the 52% owner of a newly merged 
entity called Activision Blizzard. The ‘Blizzard’ 
element comes from another US-originated 
games company Blizzard Entertainment, which 
had become part of Vivendi Games.  
  Activision Blizzard produces and publishes 
games for mostly consoles and PCs, and  
increasingly for smartphones and tablets and 
portable consoles to play online. 

If the shares-sale deal were a first-person 
shooter video game, Activision Blizzard would 
be the top scorer. What had been a rumour for 
months turned into a fact on 26 July when  
Vivendi, the French media-and-communications 
conglomerate, agreed to sell a significant portion 
of its 61.5% stake in Activision Blizzard, the 
world’s most profitable multinational games  
publisher, for US$8.17bn. 
  The main buyer was not an outsider but the 
shareholders of the publicly quoted Activision 
Blizzard itself, which is now the majority owner. 
Another 24.9% belongs to a consortium led by 
Activision Blizzard’s CEO Robert Kotick and co-
chairman Brian Kelly (a consortium that includes 
Fidelity Investments and Chinese digital media-
and-entertainment group Tencent Holdings). 
  Interestingly, Vivendi will still hold on to 12% 
when the deal is completed in September and 
Activision Blizzard will become an independent 
enterprise trading on NASDAQ. 
  Vivendi might own Universal Music Group 
(UMG), the world’s biggest recorded-and-
publishing music corporation; and the 100%-
owned French pay-TV giant and content-
production company Canal Plus Group. A close 
study of the games company explains why  
Activision Blizzard’s current success meant  
Vivendi could not afford to give up its total stake 
and why Activision Blizzard’s management  
decided not to sell out to an outsider. 
 
Activision makes money 
The Santa Monica-headquartered Activision 
Blizzard is the world’s biggest video-game pub-
lisher and distributor in terms of profitability.  
  Its revenue of €3.77bn (US$4.92bn) in the year 
ending 31 December 2012 is less than the 
US$6.37bn (Yen 635.4bn) generated by Ninten-
do in the year ending 31 March 2013.  
  But Activision Blizzard’s profit of €1.15bn 
(US$1.5bn) exceeds Nintendo’s US$71.4m (Yen 
7.1bn) in their respective last fiscal years. In 
fact, in the preceding financial year, Nintendo 
reported a net loss of US$433.6m compared to 
Activision Blizzard’s US$1.09bn net income.  
  Activision Blizzard, which does business in the 
US, Canada, the UK, France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, the Netherlands, Australia, 
South Korea and China,  also outstripped its  
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  It has three core subsidiaries: Activision  
Publishing, Blizzard Entertainment and  
Activision Blizzard Distribution. 
  Activision Publishing develops and publishes 
games that it owns, licenses to third parties and 
sells titles that are developed by third parties as 
well. The content is distributed on hard discs or 
downloaded online and is played on the usual 
suspects of games devices, including Sony 
Computer Entertainment’s PlayStation consoles, 
Nintendo’s Wii, Wii U, DS (Dual Screen) and 
3DS, and Microsoft’s Xbox 360. 
  Blizzard Entertainment is the autonomous  
division devoted to subscription-based 
MMORPG (massively multi-player online role-
playing games). Its biggest hits include the  
legendary online role-playing series World of 
Warcraft. It also developed and published the 
PC-based role-playing series StarCraft and  
Diablo, and operates Battle.net, the online-
games network that fans can join to play any 
Blizzard game against each other in any part of 
the world. 
  The Activision Blizzard Distribution unit handles 
the storage and distribution of “boxed” or pack-
aged games software products throughout  
Europe to ship to retailers. 
 
Income sources 
Revenues are generated from the sale of the 
packaged disc games from Activision Publish-
ing, and the subscriptions collected from the 
MMORPG players of World of Warcraft.  
  The value-added offerings to subscribers in-
clude World of Warcraft and other online players 
being able to chat to each other, join communi-
ties, take part in tournaments, develop the  
fictional characters being played, and even  
interact with each other while participating in 
different games. 
  According to the company’s shareholder file, 
revenue from retail sales globally came to 
US$3.12bn during the 12 months up to the first 
quarter 2013, followed by US$1.6bn from online 
subscriptions, and US$290m from distribution 
for third parties.  
  Geographically, North America accounted for 
US$2.57bn during the same period, followed by 
Europe (US$1.97bn) and Asia-Pacific 
(US$470m). 
  Activision Publishing’s Call of Duty franchise, a 
first-person shooter game, must be the best-
selling console title of all time. It has been the 
best seller for several years in a row.  
 
Call of Duty makes history 
In November 2012, Call of Duty: Black Ops II 
was pronounced the “biggest entertainment 
launch of all time” when it grossed more than 
US$500m in sales within 24 hours of its global  

release. This meant sales of the first and third-
person shooter game beat the box-office ticket 
sales for any of the Harry Potter or Star Wars 
films, the two biggest movie franchises of all 
time, during the same time span.  
  In its first 15 days, Call of Duty: Black Ops II 
grossed more than US$1bn, surpassing the  
17 days it took Hollywood’s 3D-blockbuster 
movie Avatar to generate the same amount at 
the box office. 
  Another favourite among gamers is the  
Skylanders action-adventure toy game from  
Activision Publishing. Targeted at children,  
Skylanders was the first and third best-selling 
games franchise in North America and Europe 
respectively during the 2012 calendar year. It 
sold more than 100 million units of toys, gener-
ating US$1bn-plus in revenues. 
  At Blizzard Entertainment, according to corpo-
rate figures, World of Warcraft had 9.6 million 
subscribers by the first quarter of this year. Its 
slash-video game Diablo III was 2012’s best-
selling PC game, selling more than 12 million 
copies globally.  
  Recent releases include Blizzard’s sci-fi role 
player StarCraft II: Heart of the Swarm and the 
new Skylanders SWAP Force.  
  And as long as the Call of Duty, Diablo and 
Skylanders brands plus World of Warcraft sub-
scriptions continue to dazzle, Activision Blizzard 
will remain a market leader. Inevitably, however, 
sales growth will slow while investment in the 
research and development for the next genera-
tion of games will soar.  
  Furthermore, any new game must be created 
and designed to match the expectations of play-
ers using the next-generation consoles, such as 
Microsoft’s new Xbox One, and the new 
PlayStation PS4 that Sony plans to launch later 
this year. 
 
The challenges 
No new significant releases are expected from 
Activision Blizzard for the rest of this year. And 
that poses a potentially serious dilemma for the 
group. The stakes in the world that it thrives in 
grows higher and higher as digital social and 
mobile games, which are cheaper to produce 
and more cost-efficient to distribute, introduce 
new competitors vying for gamers’ attention. 
  Moreover, Activision Blizzard’s more estab-
lished traditional multinational rivals (Sony Com-
puter Entertainment, Electronic Arts (EA),  
Nintendo, and Ubisoft) are not sitting on their 
electronic laurels.  
  To feed the expectations of their ever-
demanding fans, these games publishers are 
constantly under pressure to produce games 
that want to exceed Activision’s Call of Duty: 
Black Ops II in terms of record-breaking sales. 
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  Grand Theft Auto V, which is developed by 
Rockstar Games and distributed by Take-Two 
Interactive, is expected to be this autumn’s big 
hit when it is released this September, eclipsing 
the attention Activision’s Call of Duty: Ghosts 
expects to get in November. 
  Activision and Blizzard are dedicated game 
developers/publishers that can compete against 
EA and Ubisoft on a level-playing field. The 
proposition with Microsoft and Sony Computer 
Entertainment, however, is different. They have 
successful games-development divisions 
(Microsoft via 343 Industries). They also  
possess that extra edge of having console-
manufacturing businesses, which Activision  
Blizzard does not.  
  Additionally, the MMORPG game World of 
Warcraft saw its subscription numbers dwindle 
to 9.6 million early 2013 from a peak of more 
than 12 million in 2010. It is thought to be about 
8 million now.  
  The release World of Warcraft’s follow-up, an 
MMORPG tentatively called Project Titan, has 
been postponed to 2016.  
  Activision’s publication of Destiny, a new sci-fi 
MMORPG melded with the first-person shooter 
format developed by Bungie, is reportedly ex-
pected to rely on ad-funded social-media inter-
action as opposed to subscriptions, when  
released next year. 
  The uncertainties about the future do not end 
there. The unique concept behind the Sky-
landers format is about to be challenged.  
  Skylanders’ popularity surprised the industry 
as it showed that kids were eager to play “toy 
games”. These are video games that involve the 
digital characters interacting with physical toy 
action figures via a “portal of power” using near-
field communication (NFC) signals. 
  The Walt Disney Company is about to launch 
the Disney Infinity Toy Box in August, which 
analysts argue will be the first serious competi-
tor for Skylanders. 
  Like Skylander, Disney Infinity involves digital 
characters and physical figurines. The Disney 
Infinity figurines and the video-games narratives 
will be based on well-loved Disney characters, 
ranging from Jack Sparrow (Pirates of the  
Caribbean) and Mr Incredible (The Incredibles), 
to Woody (Toy Story), Sulley (Monsters, Inc) 
and Lightning McQueen (Pixar’s Cars).  
  Disney plans to use Infinity’s digital-physical 
hybrid toy-games format to support the release 
or launch of new movies and TV shows, when 
relevant. It will do the same for toy games 
based on back-catalogue films and TV shows 
that still resonate with audiences.  
  This will give its fans a wider option of games 
to play compared to Skylander’s specific  
universe.   

The China syndrome 
Other challenges lie in China. Like all the mega 
developing economies offering potential new 
business opportunities, China could provide the 
long-term inspiration or desperation for Ac-
tivision Blizzard. Revenues from Asia-Pacific 
jumped to 9.3% of the total last year from 6.6% 
in 2010, and China has played a major part in 
that growth. 
  World of Warcraft has been so popular in that 
country, there is a theme park dedicated to it. 
Called World Joyland and located in the Jiangsu 
province, it is unofficial as Activision Blizzard 
has not licensed the brand for that particular 
use. But Chinese World of Warcraft fans know 
about the park. 
  The online-delivered World of Warcraft has 
done good business in the massively populated 
China because games enthusiasts have no  
access to consoles, which are banned, accord-
ing to analysis in BloombergBusinessweek. 
  But the novelty has started to wear thin. The 
number of Chinese Warcraft fans losing interest 
is growing. The increasing penetration of  
Internet-connected smartphones and tablets 
has introduced them to numerous alternatives, 
especially casual games, to try out. 
  NetEase, the operator of the Chinese web  
portal www.163.com, and instant-messaging 
giant Tencent are reported to be winning over 
former Warcraft players with their own games. 
  Activision Blizzard has not been hurt by these 
developments in China yet, but it is responding 
now before it is too late.  
  In July, it launched an Internet collectible card 
game called Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft 
globally. It is a casual game that will hopefully 
appeal to Chinese players defecting from World 
of Warcraft’s more elaborate and complex 
MMORPG format. It is free to play and cross 
platform.  
  Activision Blizzard boasts a track record of 
coming up with long-running franchises. The 
relatively newer titles like Diablo and StarCraft 
were instant hits that already have popular se-
quels. It is, therefore, unlikely to succumb easily 
to unforeseen battles with rivals. 
   
Games as movies 
Although brand awareness for its products is 
high among consumers worldwide, it is  
surprising that Activision Blizzard has not ex-
ploited their popularity and licensed them for 
blockbuster movies. It would seem a no brainer 
considering former parent company Vivendi 
used to be the joint owner of Hollywood studio 
NBCUniversal until 2011.  
  Games by other publishers, such as Eidos’ 
Lara Croft, Midway’s Mortal Kombat, Capcom’s 
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Resident Evil, and Ubisoft’s Prince of Persia, 
have become cinema box-office hits when 
adapted for the big screen. Steven Spielberg 
has agreed to executive produce an epic TV 
series based on Microsoft’s Halo games 
(originated by Bungie) for the new Xbox One 
console.  
  Activision Publishing’s only significant foray 
into the filmmaking arena is Find Makarov:  
Operation Kingfish, which is an online CGI/live-
action short film described as a prequel to Call 
of Duty: Modern Warfare II. It was produced by 
an independent production firm called We Can 
Pretend Productions and directed by Jeff Chan. 
  Also, Activision Blizzard CEO Robert Kotick 
has publicly stated that he has no plans for a 
Call of Duty cinema movie. He feared dedicated 
gamers were unlikely to be interested and the 
movie makers might dilute the brand by trying to 
appeal to a wider audience.  
  He might have a point; Hollywood’s version of 
the Nintendo universal favourite Super Mario 
Bros in 1993 was a flop.  
  But  the independent US studio Legendary 
Pictures nabbed the movie-adaptation rights to 
World of Warcraft from Blizzard Entertainment in 
2006 (before Blizzard was taken over in 2008 by 
the firm that became Activision Blizzard).  
  Duncan Jones, David Bowie’s director son and 
maker of the 2011 international hit movie 
Source Code, is on board to helm Warcraft the 
movie. Filming is scheduled to kick off next year 
with a possible 2015 release.  
 
The future 
For its future, Activision Blizzard must be pre-
pared to be flexible. It recently re-joined the lob-
bying organisation Entertainment Software  
Association after leaving in 2008. It seems to 
realise it cannot do everything on its own at a 
time when so much games innovation is coming 
from emerging smaller players.  
  It has formed an alliance with China’s Tencent 
to create free-to-play first-person shooter 
games. It is also going to co-develop a console 
version of popular mobile game Angry Birds 
Star Wars. It will be released in October.  
  Angry Birds Star Wars is based on an amal-
gamation of Angry Birds, the world’s most popu-
lar mobile game created by Finland’s Rovio En-
tertainment, and the legendary Hollywood sci-fi 
movie series Star Wars by Lucasfilm, now a 
Walt Disney subsidiary.  And, in a deal with toy 
maker Hasbro and toy designer USAopoly,  
Activision Blizzard is bringing out a Monopoly 
board game based on Skylanders. Like the 
gamers it serves, Activision Blizzard does not 
like to sit still. And as long as that brings in the 
revenues, Vivendi will be happy – even with a 
much smaller share of the games pie. MTF 
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MTF Diary 
New York: African Art, New York, and the 
Avant Garde 
Until 2 September 2013 
@:Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Organised by: Metropolitan Museum of Art 
About: Imported African art in New York  
Details: www.metmuseum.org 
 
 
London: David Bowie Is 
Until 11 August 2013 
@:Victoria and Albert Museum 
Organised by: V&A; Gucci 
About: First international retrospective 
of legendary rock star 
Details: www.vam.ac.uk 
 
 
Venice: Art Biennale 
1 June-24 November 2013 
@: Various venues, including the Giardini 
and the Arsenale 
Organised by: La Biennale 
About: The prestigious international art fair  
Details: www.labiennale.org 
 
 
Moscow: World Championships in  
Athletics  
10-18 August 2013 
@: Luzhniki Stadium  
Organised by: IAAF 
About: Leading international athletics events 
featuring the world’s top sports talent 
Details: www.mos2013.org/en/ 
 
 
Cologne: GDC Europe 
19-21 August 2013 
@: Congress-Centrum Ost Koelnmesse 
Organised by: UMB Technology 
About: Leading networking event and  
conference for games developers in Europe 
Details: www.gdceurope.com 
 
 
New York: US Open Tennis  
Championships 
26 August-9 September 2013 
@: Billie Jean King National Tennis 
Center, Flushing Meadows Corona Park 
Organised by: US Tennis Association 
About: US edition of the four international  
Grand Slam tennis competitions 
Details: www.usopen.org 

Lagos: Cannes Lions Rewind 
5 September 2013 
@: Sheraton Lagos Hotel 
Organised by: CHINI Productions 
About: The global advertising industry’s  
biggest annual festival goes to Nigeria  
Details: www.canneslions-ng.com 

New York: Fashion Week 
5-12 September 2013 
@: Various venues, including the Giardini and 
the Arsenale 
Organised by: CFDA 
About: Catwalks in the Big Apple for the 
Spring/Summer 2014 collection  
Details: http://newyork.mbfashionweek.com 
 
Singapore: Sports Matters 
18-19 September 2013 
@:St Regis Hotel 
Organised by: Branded; Haymarket Media 
About: Inaugural event highlighting sports 
business, broadcast rights, and tech in Asia 
Details: www.allthatmatters.asia 
 
London: Music 4.5 – Smart Radio 2 
24 September 2013 
@: Lewis Silkin, Chancery Lane, EC4 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: How the collection of data is making a 
adding new value to music radio online 
Details: www.music4point5.com 
 
Boston: Fashion Week  
27 September - 5 October 2013 
@: To be confirmed 
Organised by: Boston Fashion Week 
About: At the city that defied terrorism earlier 
this year; the show must go on 
Details: www.bostonfashionweek.com 
 
Singapore: World Architecture Festival 
2-4 October 2013 
@: Marina Bay Sands 
Organised by: i2iEvents Group 
About: World’s largest festival celebrating  
creativity in architecture 
Details: www.worldarchitecturefestival.com 

Cannes: MIPCOM 2013 
7-10 October 2013 
@: Palais des Festivals 
Organised by: Reed MIDEM 
About: International forum for creators and 
vendors of multi-platform entertainment 
Details: www.mipcom.com 
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Anaheim: BlizzCon 
8-9 Novevmber 2013 
@: Anaheim Convention Center 
Organised by: Blizzard Entertainment 
About: Global gaming community celebrate 
the Warcraft, StarCraft and Diablo brands 
Details: www.blizzcon.com 
 
Paris: World Fashion Week 
11-18 November 2013 
@: Parc du Champs de Mars 
Organised by: To be announced 
About: Inaugural event promoting global 
fashion business and social responsibility 
Details: www.wfoi.org 
 
Rotterdam: Rotterdam Beats 
14-16 November 2013 
@: Various venues, including Bird Jazz Club 
Organised by: Buma Cultuur 
About: Global festival for lovers and creators 
of urban bass and beats 
Details: http://2013.buma-rotterdam-beats.nl/ 
 
Orlando: IAAPA Attractions Expo 
18-22 November 2013 
@: Orange County Convention Center 
Organised by: IAAPA 
About: The biggest trade show for theme 
parks and other attractions businesses 
Details: www.IAAPA.org 
 
London: Music 4.5 – The Rise of Video, 
Video Fuelling the Music Business Model 
26 November 2013 
@: Lewis Silkin, Chancery Lane, EC4 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: Using videos to retain live-music fans’ 
loyalty and drive ticket sales 
Details: www.music4point5.com 
 
Lisbon: Eurobest 
4-6 December 2013 
@: Patio da Gale 
Organised by: Lions Festivals 
About: Festival and awards ceremony  
celebrating the best in European creativity  
Details: www.eurobest.com 
 
Paris: IP Summit 
9-11 December 2013 
@:Chambre de Commerce et de  
l’Industrie Paris (Chamber of Commerce) 
Organised by: Premier Cercle 
About: Eighth edition of pan-European  
convention on intellectual property  
Details: www.premiercercle.com 

Frankfurt: Book Fair 
9-13 October 2013 
@: Messegelande 
Organised by: Frankfurter Buchmesse 
About: The biggest gathering of international 
book publishing, rights sale and licensing 
Details: www.book-fair.com 
 
San Diego: The Art of Photography Show 
12 October-17 November 2013 
@: The San Diego Art Institute 
Organised by: Reed Exhibitions 
About: International exhibition of  
photography art 
Details: www.artofphotographyshow.com 
 
Amsterdam: Amsterdam Dance Event 
16-20 October 2013 
@: Various venues in the city 
Organised by: ADE Foundation/BUMA  
About: The 18th edition of the quintessential 
dance-music festival and conference 
Details: www.amsterdam-dance-event.nl  

London: Frieze London 
17-20 October 2013 
@: Pop-up venue in Regent’s Park 
Organised by: Frieze 
About: 170 contemporary-art galleries world-
wide exhibit and sell latest works 
Details: http://friezelondon.com 
 
Santa Monica: Festival Supreme 
19 October 2013 
@:Santa Monica Pier, California 
Organised by: US rock band Tenacious D 
About: Hollywood comic actor/rock musician 
Jack Black co-hosts new comedy and music 
fest 
Details: http://festivalsupreme.com 
 
Johannesburg: DISCOP Africa 
6-8 November 2013 
@:Sandton Convention Centre 
Organised by: DISCOP Organization 
About: Fast growing event for Africa’s audio-
visual content producers and distributors 
Details: www.discop.com 
 
Shanghai: China Shanghai International 
Children’s Book Fair  
7-10 November 2013 
@: To be announced 
Organised by: Reed Exhibitions 
About: State-approved event on kids’ comics, 
animation, film and games 
Details: www.ccbookfair.com 
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Investor Spotlight  

Paul Forrest 
 

Ecaveo Capital  
Partners 

In each issue of MTF, an investor or entrepreneur specialising in the media, entertain-
ment and the cultural arts and related technologies, is invited to go on a Creative 
Spending Spree. In this fantasy column, the investor has access to US$1 billion to 
spend on ten categories of the arts and entertainment business, explaining why they 
believe the work’s creativity and genius deserve the money allocated. The works may 
be admired for their originality, imagination, humour, inventiveness, audacity or even 
sheer simplicity.  

________ 
  

UK-based film producer and investor Paul Forrest believes investing in a movie  
requires smart creativity.  
  As a member of the UK’s Royal Television Society and Society of Camera Operators, 
Forrest lives and breathes movie making. And as the founding partner at London-based 
investment firm Ecaveo Capital Partners, he is a broker who brings together producers 
needing funds and the investors seeking to finance projects that can be expected  
deliver a decent return at the very least.  
  Historically, the movie business’ precarious nature has not made it the apt investment 
vehicle for the risk-averse. However, after more than 25 years of practice, Forrest says 
he has picked up some reliable tips to boost the probability of making a profit.  
  He says he has been involved in 20 to 30 productions. Out of the last 20 he worked 
on, 15 made money, and five made losses. Of the 15 that made money, two made re-
coupments of more than 1,000%, while the rest made recoupments of between 150%-
200%. Investing through trusts and trust funds, as opposed to individual’s savings, For-
rest makes it his job to get to know the director, the producer, the production team and 
the production itself before and after staking the funds. 
  “I work with the producer and discuss the commercial aspects of the movie to see if it 
is something I believe in. I would then help package that with the view to invest. I get a 
creative buzz from that,” Forrest says. “Two-thirds of the well-managed and well-
executed productions recoup money, but that means a lot of hard work and heavy lift-
ing.” 
  The challenges are not for the timid, he notes. “Things go wrong all the time; frankly, 
people make crap films. If I read a good book, I’ll option it. But I turn down more 
(scripts) than I accept.”   
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  Forrest offers tips on how movie-production teams can nail down the invest-
ment that will help complete a project. 
  (1): “The movie’s concept needs to be as fully formed as possible. When I meet some-
one who says ‘I have got a script, a producer, have identified the talent I want to use, 
and I need £3m’, it might still be missing a component. They could have sent the script 
to their favourite actors, who have not replied. That is not good enough. I work in the 
land of facts and logic, not exclusively on gut and instinct.” 
 
  (2): “I will then look at the quality of the (production) team. The members of team 
need to be open about their strengths and weaknesses. I don’t like it when someone 
says they are an award-winning director, but don’t explain the award was won at a 
small local festival no one has heard of. If they have made a short film that won a 
BAFTA, it would stand out. Lack of transparency about the help they need is the worst 
thing.”  
 
  (3): “I need communication; that is critical. You get the best outcome when you know 
what everyone is doing. When the producers spend time on casting, they must inform 
the rest of the team so that I take that into account when approaching investors. I want 
to get an in-depth feel for everything they have discovered and know. I want to know 
everything, good or bad.” 
 
  (4): “For the creative process to take place, the investors and producers need com-
bined shared visions and goals. The creative team might sometimes lose sight of what 
the shared goals are, when the team gets the money and starts to drift away from the 
objective. I have to remind them that we need to do something that earns money for 
the investors.”  
 
  (5): “Long-term approach to movie investment can be a folly. It’s all well and good to 
say the project has a long tail and will earn revenues from DVD sales; good luck with 
that! My concern about the long-term is that you can’t sensibly work out what the re-
turns might be. In subdued times like now, a film needs to compete aggressively 
against other assets for the investor.” 
 
  (6): “I try to carry out an investor-relationships role, sitting between the production 
and the investment communities to help the investors feel their money isn’t going into a 
black hole. Film (as an investment) has a high-risk profile, but it doesn’t need to be that 
risky; it just needs to be well-managed.” 
 
  (7): “I want to match good-quality shows with good-quality investors who do not want 
to interfere with the filmmaking but want some degree of on-going communication. 
There are often areas of commercial opportunities that I see during production and post
-production so that when I go to festivals in Cannes, Berlin or Galway, I use those op-
portunities to maximise potential recoupment for the (production) team and investors.” 
 
  (8): “I will work with sales agents and distributors during pre-production to identify 
the best way of maximising the theatrical, VOD (video-on-demand) and DVD releases. 
To do that, you need to be involved in the marketing. Sometimes, by underwriting the 
P&A (the prints-and-advertising) budget, you show the distributors that you are going 
to support it with a fully formed campaign to get people into the cinema doors.” 
 
  (9): “To producers, I say: ‘Be open, honest, make it clear what you are looking for, 
don’t be afraid to fill the gaps in your own skillset and do all that early in the production 
process.’”  

__________ 
 
  In this issue of MTF’s Billion Dollar Blast, Forrest explains what he loves 
about Stanley Kubrick, Sam Mendes, Pink Floyd, the Tour de France as well as  
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the Andrew Carnegie edition of the Montblanc fountain pen, and why he would 
not hesitate to spend his fantasy US$1bn on them. 
 

Movie: 
My all-time favourite is The Shining. Stanley Kubrick was the ultimate master when it 
comes to film photography. Not only did he turn Stephen King’s story upside down, his 
attention to detail and the performances were exceptional. Most people don’t know the 
film (set in wintertime Colorado) was actually filmed in Borehamwood (at the UK’s EMI  
Elstree Studios outside London), and tons of salt (and formaldehyde) were used for 
snow scenes. Kubrick rebuilt the hotel (from scratch) at Borehamwood. Then you had 
(US cinematographer) Garrett Brown, who had then invented the Steadicam, which was 
used to shoot the eerie visuals. I can watch this film time and again and see something 
new every time. I also love American Beauty, Sam Mendes’ use of narrative, his story-
telling techniques, and the wonderful cinematography. 
 
Musical Recording: 
Pink Floyd’s 11th studio album The Wall: it was a concept album at the time of the re-
lease (1979), and had so much relevance to teen culture. When you turned back to it in 
your mid-20s, you were able to enjoy it just for the music. You need to listen to the 
whole thing like an opera. Not many albums can stand the test of time the way it has. 
David Bowie’s 1973 Life on Mars?, the track from the Hunky Dory album; it wasn’t 
the sing-song type of pop song that was prevalent at the time; it is stirring, melodic; it 
is almost a poetic film. 
 
Live Entertainment: 
British illusionist Derren Brown; I love the mentalism, the magic, the deception, the 
trickery. But, if you are in the audience, you must do everything possible not to catch 
his eyes or you could end up on stage. And U2 concerts, especially the 360 Degrees 
Tour (from June 2009 to July 2011). It generated the record-breaking US$736m from 
more than 7 million in ticket sales. I admire the band as performers, activists, philan-
thropists, musicians and, even, politicians. What better mix for a night of good music?  
 

Television Show: 
I don’t watch a lot of TV, but I have time for the American comedy series Modern Fam-
ily and Arrested Development because of the very rich and intelligent comedy in 
both. They have excellent performances, ensemble cast, and the implied nod to the 
camera. The size of the cast for both series has could make it difficult to pull off. But 
they have created a new norm for modern TV comedy. 
 
Sport Event: 
Endurance sport is all about the endeavour itself. People prepared to put themselves 
through long periods of pain, plus the stress on body and mind, are admirable. The 
Tour de France is one of my all-time favourite endurance events. Another ultimate in 
physical and mental challenge is the Dakar Rally (motor race). The next one is in Latin 
America (Lima, Tucuman and Santiago); three-and-half thousand miles of sheer hell. 
 
Video Game: 
If I had the billion dollars, I would love to exploit the Space Invaders (brand). If you 
think about it, the Angry Birds of today is what Pac-Man was in the 1980s. They come 
and go. But Space Invaders had both kids and their grandparents playing; it had mass
-market appeal and everyone knows what it is. 
 
Advertising/Marketing Campaign: 
The Guinness draught stout campaign by Abbott Mead Vickers BBDO in 1998 called 
Swim Black; it told the story of how to pour the perfect pint. It was followed (in 1999)  
by Surfer (featuring the gigantic waves as horses). They re-invented the brand by  
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implying its trendiness, making what had once been considered a drink for flat-cap 
working men trendy for young people. 
 
Work of (fine) Art: 
Gaudi’s La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona: I would urge anyone who hasn’t seen it to 
buy a ticket to the city and take it in. I don’t think you could afford to buy it with 
US$1bn. I consider Gaudi an artist rather than an architect. 
 
Book: 
Irvine Welsh’s Marabou Stork Nightmares (1995); it was published after his most fa-
mous, Trainspotting. You read Marabou Stork Nightmares from the perspective of 
someone in a coma and I find that audacious. It deals with issues not frequently spoken 
about, but it is brilliant and challenging, and manages to pull it off. 
 
Luxury Item: 
The Andrew Carnegie special edition Montblanc pen. Only 4,810 of them were ever 
made and I already own one. It is a beautiful piece. I’ve had mine for about 13 years 
and write with it every day of the year.  
 
ABOUT PAUL FORREST: Forrest is the founding partner of Ecaveo Capital Partners and 
is an experienced non-executive director, board advisor, business speaker, practice lead-
er, management consultant, corporate financier, mentor and coach with a broad experi-
ence in many countries and across many sectors.  Despite a background in management 
consulting and corporate finance, Forrest has spent many years working in the crea-
tive industries and has helped many producers to raise the finance necessary to bring 
their production to fruition. Forrest has an exceptional network of like-minded people, 
investors, private-equity firms and funds and is frequently asked to help re-
duce investment risks associated with film projects. Forrest is currently a non-executive 
advisor to a Jersey-based film fund, a board member of a specialist analytics business, 
and is the senior partner of Exolta Capital Partners, which recently represented three 
new film projects in Cannes. MTF 
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TechMutiny (www.jaykaymediainc.com) 
The free quality quarterly newsletter that keeps track of technology breaking the boundaries 
surrounding traditional media and content platforms, and the technologists making a difference. 
 
News Analysis covers tech activities in the international media,  entertainment and creative businesses.  
Disruption Directory lists technology products that have been announced or developed for specific 
creative sectors.  
Numbers That Count  features statistics illustrating technology’s influence on media and entertainment’ s 
evolution.  
Start-ups’ Standpoint gives emerging technology-service providers a platform to state the differences 
they hope to make and the challenge of fulfilling those ambitions.  
 
TechMutiny is a sister publication of  MediaTainment Finance (www.mediatainmentfinance.com) 
  

TechMutiny readers: 
Media, entertainment and tech decision makers seeking a snapshot of the new technology developments 
catapulting the creative businesses further into the 21st century.  

For advertising, sponsorship and advertorial opportunities:  
Please contact details for all enquiries:  

Email: jaykaymedia@btinternet.com or info@jaykaymediainc.com 
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